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Abstract
Virtual characters are an important part of many 3D graphical simulations. In entertainment or training
applications, virtual characters might be one of the main mechanisms for creating and developing content and
scenarios. In such applications the user may need to interact with a number of different characters that need to
invoke specific responses in the user, so that the user interprets the scenario in the way that the designer intended.
Whilst representations of virtual characters have come a long way in recent years, interactive virtual characters
tend to be a bit “wooden” with respect to their perceived behaviour. In this STAR we give an overview of work
on expressive virtual characters. In particular, we assume that a virtual character representation is already
available, and we describe a variety of models and methods that are used to give the characters more “depth” so
that they are less wooden and more plausible. We cover models of individual characters’ emotion and personality,
models of interpersonal behaviour and methods for generating expression.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Virtual Reality

1. Introduction

Virtual characters are an essential part of many interac-
tive 3D graphics simulations. They are used within human-
computer interaction in order to invoke peoples’ automatic
responses to the human form and behaviour, and thereby
achieve a kind of empathic interaction that would otherwise
be difficult. Virtual characters might convey part of the story
as a computer game, or they might act as commanders in a
military simulations. The designers of such systems are not
just adding virtual humans to make the scene realistic, but
the characters are the primary mechanism to create content,
back-story and mood within the simulated scenarios. It is
important that the virtual characters are plausible within the
context of the scenario, and of course this means that the vir-
tual humans must be perceived by the user to be an authentic
part of that scenario.

The aim is to be able to construct virtual humans to which
people respond as if they were real, even though at a high
level of mental processing, the user knows fully well that
they are not. However, this is difficult to achieve in prac-
tice. Whilst in the last few years a lot of work has been done
on the visual plausibility of characters, once the user is al-

lowed to interact with the virtual characters, the illusion of
believability can disappear rapidly. Often the behaviour of
the characters can look “wooden”, exhibiting perhaps, a lack
of variety in response, a lack of emotional range or a lack
of adaptation to the users’ attitude towards the character. In
real-life humans are all unique and have limitless variety in
their response, whereas virtual characters often have little
“depth”.

In this STAR we give an outline of models and methods
that are used to create expressive virtual characters through
the creation and representation of a psychological state. This
psychological state might evolve based on the personality of
the characters and their interactions with each other and/or
the user. Such an expressive character should be more believ-
able because it should reflect the simulated situation more
like the user would expect them to. To create this type of
behaviour in virtual characters, a concrete understanding of
human behaviour is needed. This understanding can be pro-
vided by theoretical models from psychology and its related
disciplines.

This STAR is targeted at two audiences. The first is devel-
opers and researchers who have a character simulation sys-
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tem and want to improve a scenarios’ believability. For this
audience we have outlined implemented systems that model
an aspect of expressiveness. The second audience is those
wanting to push the boundaries of expressive characters, ei-
ther within a system or through research. For this audience
we have included relevant theoretical background and we
have commented on which models might have advantages
over more commonly implemented models. Throughout the
STAR we assume that a virtual character with full body pose
and facial expression control systems is already available
hence we do not discuss how to create geometry and surface
details for characters. We focus on real-time interactive hu-
manoid characters in this STAR. Much of the material is also
relevant for off-line characters, though in that case, much
more emphasis is put on skill of the animator.

The STAR is structured as follows. Firstly in the follow-
ing section we give more motivation for the use of virtual
characters. This will help us see what requirements are in de-
mand for virtual characters and some of the ways in which
characters are (or can be) evaluated. Then in section3, we
describe nonverbal communication as the means by which
a character achieves expression. In effect, nonverbal com-
munication is the medium through which the virtual charac-
ter will convey a psychological state. Though we stress the
importance of achieving synchronicity between verbal and
nonverbal communication, we do not deal with verbal com-
munication here since this would require a STAR of its own.

Sections4 and 5 focus on models of emotion and per-
sonality. Emotion is modelled in order to give an immedi-
ate context to a characters’ behaviour whilst personality is
modelled to give that emotion itself a context in terms of the
disposition and interactions of the character. Personality thus
gives mechanisms for emotion to change over time. Section
6 deals with interpersonal factors. Although a character can
have a personality and express emotions, these are of limited
use unless these reflect the behaviour of other characters (or
the user). A virtual character that must interact with another
must be “socially intelligent”, for instance, it must undertake
proper turn-taking behaviour, whilst still conveying subtle
aspects of its psychological state such as frustration at not
being able to get a point across. Having covered emotional
states, personality and related social behaviours, section7
then reviews how a character presents its psychological state
through appropriate behaviours including facial expression,
gaze, body pose and movement.

To close we distill some key guidelines that summarise
the material in the paper. Developers and researchers can use
these guidelines to access the relevant sections of this STAR.

2. Why expressive virtual characters?

Virtual humans are an essential part of the content in
many types of application such as in entertainment, games
and story-telling [Art05,CCM02,MPP01], training environ-
ments [GM05,JDR∗05,BLB∗02], virtual therapy [FSB∗03,

SPS99, HBR∗04, MLL00], conversational representatives
(avatars) [GSV∗03, MVS∗02, VC98], and expressive con-
versational interactive agents [GB03,RPP∗03,CBB∗99]. For
applications that require only animated not interactive con-
tent, there are a variety of tools that can either capture
or hand model human behaviour. However, this is very
labour intensive and it is only economical when a very spe-
cific performance is required, as in, say the movie indus-
try [Las87,Lin01,SS01,Jac03]. When we move to interactive
systems, there are simply too many possible situations and
responses to make hand-modelling or motion capture feasi-
ble. There has to be an element of simulation and modelling.

Once a system is interactive, we must start to model
the psychological state of the character, how this is repre-
sented, and how this state changes depending on the con-
text and content of the scene including other characters and
the user(s). The modelling of affective behaviour and social
norms in the virtual human becomes especially important
if the application depends on “virtual human-user” interac-
tion involving communication and socialisation within vir-
tual environments [BLB∗02,BB04]. This is challenging be-
cause, as evaluators or users of these systems, we have spe-
cific expectations of how people behave and respond given a
situation. People generally expect virtual characters to be-
have in a manner befitting its appearance and will often
be disturb by discrepancies in its behaviour. The interper-
sonal communication of emotions, interpersonal attitudes,
personality traits within individuals is integral to regulat-
ing the communicative and behavioural ability of virtual hu-
mans [Arg69,Pic97,GRA∗02]. It has also been argued that
the inclusion of a psychological state and expression may
contribute to a richer interaction [Pic97].

In the physical world, interactions with socially unskilled
individuals are often incongruent and difficult. Such an un-
comfortable encounter can often lead to anxious appraisals
by those involved [MD04]. A similar phenomena is ob-
servable in virtual environments. An individuals’ perceived
behaviour realism of virtual characters is positively asso-
ciated with their experience with it [VBG∗04] while a
lack of expression in virtual characters has a negative im-
pact on the perceived communication in collaborative vir-
tual environments. This was reflected in statements made
by participants in a study which investigated a negotiation
task between pairs of participants represented by avatars
[VGSS04,GSV∗03]:

A large part of a normal conversation - especially
given the delicate nature of the subject, involves a
lot of facial expressions & gestures which play a
large part in the conversation... ...After realising
the fact that the avatar conveyed very little of the
persons actual physical/emotional state, it became
even less believable ...

Evaluative studies suggest that virtual characters can elicit
the appropriate, and sometimes surprising, responses from
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Examples of some highly photo-realistic virtual humans with no or limited interactive ability.

participants [SVS05]. This is particular true of responses and
situations that have a strong emotional content. For instance,
individuals respond to praise, criticism, personalities and so-
cial responses from a computer or a virtual character in the
same manner they would in response to another individual
[KMP02, NB03, RN96, SPS99]. Prendingeret al. [PMI05]
found that a character whose body language expressed em-
pathy with a person, and apologised for problems with a
computer significantly decreased both the perceived diffi-
culty of the game and the participants’ stress, as measured
via physiological responses. Slateret al. [SPS99] asked peo-
ple to give a short talk in front of an audience of virtual
characters, and found that participants’ rating of their own
performance at public speaking was significantly affected
by whether they were given positive or negative nonverbal
feedback by the audience. This is consistent with Reeves and
Nass’s theory that people generally treat computers as social
actors [RN96].

Although we can observe strong reactions to expressive
virtual characters, a survey of literature and observations in-
dicates that different people respond to different levels of
expressive cues with difference levels of physiological, psy-
chological and behavioural responses [BH04]. This depends
on a number of factors including an individuals’ ability to
perceive & interpret the psychological state of others, their
characteristic traits (personality), their emotional state, their
anxiety threshold etc. For instance, there is empirical evi-
dence that individuals who are prone to paranoia in the phys-
ical world are more likely to get anxious in response to vir-
tual characters in essentially neutral contexts such as those
depicted in figure2(f) [FSB∗03,SPBC04]. However, the de-
sign of behavioural models for virtual characters is a com-
plex challenge. There is no dictionary to translate emotions
and personality into the appropriate behavioural cues and the
repertoire of behaviour will necessarily be quite large. There
is evidence that a lack of behavioural range and expressive-
ness can hinder performance in collaborative virtual envi-
ronments [SS02,TBS∗98].

A final piece of the motivation for studying expressive-
ness is that in the quest to solicit a realistic response, be-
haviour may be more important than the visual realism of
the character. Although visual realism is extremely impor-

tant to convey aspects of a characters’ status (figure1), it
is what the character does that conveys more information.
Bailenson and Blascovich have argued that the visual real-
ism of an avatar is only important in that it allows for the
generation of social behaviour [BB04], and that the impor-
tance of the avatars’ behaviour realism far outweighs visual
fidelity in some applications [BLB∗02]. Further, individuals
in a study by Nowak and Biocca [NB03] reported a higher
sense of copresence while interacting with a less humanoid
representation.

One consensus that is emerging is that the virtual charac-
ters’ visual realism and behavioural realism need to be bal-
anced [GSV∗03,Sch02,TBS∗98,VSS05]. Empirical studies
conducted on the impact of avatar visual and behavioural fi-
delity have confirmed this to a certain extent. For instance,
the simulation of inferred [GSV∗03,GSPR05,Sch02] or ex-
pressive [FSB∗03,PSB01,SPS99] behaviours in an agent can
greatly affect an individuals’ experience in virtual environ-
ments.

3. Nonverbal communication

Generally face-to-face communication channels can be di-
vided into two distinct but interrelated categories:verbal
and nonverbal. The verbal communication of an individu-
als’ psychological state is undertaken using both literal (‘I
am irked, angry or outraged’) and figurative (‘blowing a
gasket’) statements. Every verbal message contain two el-
ements, the content and an insight into the relationship be-
tween the individuals in the conversation [Duc98, WBJ68].
Nonverbal behavioural changes give a tone to a face-to-
face communication, accent it and sometime even overrides
the verbal part of the communication [AT80]. Studies have
shown that if an unfriendly message is delivered with a smil-
ing facial expression, the message is taken to be friendly
[AT80]. Even though verbal and nonverbal content might
not always indicate the same message, what they convey is
almost always compatible [GRA∗02]. However, nonverbal
communication is generally taken to be indicative of the true
psychological state of an individual especially when the cues
are negative [AT80].

If we want to create truly socially believable characters,
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Figure 2: Examples of some virtual humans with models of nonverbal behaviour.

nonverbal communication is a vital element to bring into it.
However, nonverbal behaviour is highly complex and it is
important to understand all of the issues before trying to
build it into a character. Even simple behaviours like the
smiledepends on many factors includingculture, interper-
sonal relationshipandcontext. Behaviour can have different
meanings in different contexts, for example looking some
one directly in the eye can be loving or highly aggressive
depending on your relationship. Knowledge of the cause
and context within which a nonverbal behaviour is expressed
can greatly expand the interpretation of the behavioural cue
[AT80,Ekm65,Sch64]. This means that it is important to take
into account the context in which a character will be used
in. Culture is also a very important factor [DRPP04] and it
is important to be sensitive to cultural differences when de-
ploying characters internationally.

Nonverbal communication can also depend on whether
someone is conscious of and intends to send a signal. For
example, people can pretend to express an emotion they do
not feel, a fake smile, or unintentionally express an emotion
they are trying to hide, like an interview candidate whose
words sound confident but whose posture reveals nervous-
ness. Wieneret al. make a distinction betweensignsand
communication[WDRG72]. Communication is a goal di-

rected action while signs are behavioural responses. Dis-
tinguishing between signs and communication has a lot to
do with the awareness of both the individual expressing the
message and the other. While communication is always di-
rected at another person a sign can either be due to an-
other person (e.g. involuntary laughter) or something that is
unconnected with other people (making a hunched posture
when cold). The difference between these three cases can be
thought of in terms of how a character could react to a player
in a game. If a character is unaware of the players presence
it will just produce signs which are undirected to the player
whereas if it is aware of the player it will use communica-
tion. However, if it is trying to ignore the player it will not
communicate but some involuntary signs aimed at the player
might be “leaked”.

Nonverbal communication also has many different func-
tions that it is important to understand when trying to create
a character. The functions can be of different types. The first
type is the expression of a persons’ mental state, for exam-
ple:

• Provision of information about the individuals’ feelings or
attitudes to others in an interaction [MF69]. Nonverbal be-
haviours function as cues in the expression and intensity
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of the emotion or affect [PPL86]. These are often called
Affect Displays.

• Nonverbal behavioural cues are often used to either
project a personality trait such as dominance or uncon-
sciously provide cues to the individuals’ persona [Meh71,
MF69]

• The information can also be about someone’s cogni-
tive state. For example, looking away or expressing con-
centrating can indicate reflection, while other facial ex-
pressions can show understanding or confusion [PP02b,
PP02a]

• Adaptorsare self-touching behaviours that provide insight
into an individuals’ attitude and anxiety level since they
are the least consciously monitored behaviours. They are
mainly used unconsciously for instance wringing your
wrists and therefore provide a rich source of involuntary
information about the individual.

Of this type the first two, emotion and personality are pos-
sibly the most important and are discussed in the next two
section.

As well as being about a persons’ internal mental state
nonverbal expressions can also be about relations between
people, as described in section6. We divide this type of be-
haviour into two, firstly behaviour that conveys information
within a conversation and secondly behaviour linked to inter-
relationships. Typically the second type of non-verbal be-
haviour as identified through conversation can be described
by the following cases:

• The regulation and effective management of a conversa-
tion. Individuals engage in a complex sequence of head
nods, glances and nonverbal vocalisations closely syn-
chronised with verbal communications [Arg98, PPL86].
These behaviours are called regulators.

• Emphasising certain syntactic and semantic features of
speech [CPB∗94]

• Emblemsare standardised gestures and signals that are
well understood in a particular culture. They often used
intentionally and consciously in situations when verbal
communication is not possible for instance waving to in-
dicate departure from a noisy scene.

• Illustratorson the other hand are signals that are invented
on the spur of the moment but that are still voluntary, have
a clear meaning in addition to speech. An example might
be using a gesture to show the curve of a road. Illustra-
tors often have an adjectival function, describing in more
detail what is being talked about. A special class of illus-
trators are deitics, pointing gestures (though some deitics
are involuntary and so are not illustrators).

• Nonverbal communication can also have aperformative
function, showing what action a statement is trying to
achieve, as opposed to its literal meaning. For example the
performative of “I think you should phone John” could be
advice, a request or an order.

The final type of behaviour gives information about long

term relationships between people, as further described in
section6.2:

• Expression of intimacy and emotional closeness. Close
proximity, touch, gaze, reduced verbal fluency, longer
pauses between utterances and increased silence distin-
guish romantic relationships from friendships [Duc98].
Other observations in social psychology [Fus02] and an-
thropology

• Self presentation and social control including attempting
to project an attitude of dominance or agreeableness. In-
dividuals find it difficult to disagree with others sitting be-
side them [Duc98,PPL86].

It is very important to understand the various functions and
how they interact when implementing an expressive charac-
ter. For instance, Thórisson and Cassell [TC99] conducted a
study comparing a character (Gandalf, figure2(c)) that was
only capable of conversational nonverbal communication to
one that was only capable of emotional expression. They
found that people communicated better with the character
with conversational behaviour. This shows that it is impor-
tant not to focus solely on one expressive feature such as
emotion without considering certain communicative func-
tions of nonverbal behaviour. However, this result should
not be taken to mean that emotional expression is irrele-
vant. The study involved talking about an emotionally neu-
tral subject (astronomy). Garauet al. [GSBS01, GSV∗03]
performed studies that featured characters with conversa-
tional behaviour but no emotional expression. They found
that when engaged in emotionally heated negotiation, partic-
ipants found the lack of emotional expression problematic.
A possible conclusion from these studies is that some ba-
sic conversational behaviour is fundamental for characters
but that many other types of behaviour, such as emotional,
are also important. Another conclusion is that what forms
of expression are needed is highly dependent on the context
in which a character is used. For instance, emotions and re-
lationship might not be important in a banking setting, but
both are vital for a character used for a long term health care
counselling application.

As well as different function nonverbal communication
has many differentmodalitiesof expression: facial expres-
sion, the eyes, body posture and movements. Most functions
can be expressed in different way through different modal-
ities. Once we have discussed the various functions of non-
verbal communication, we will describe the different modal-
ities in section7.

4. Emotions

Everyone knows what an emotion is; until asked to
give a definition [FR84].

Emotions are loosely regarded as a reaction to personally
significant events where the reaction may include biolog-
ical/physiological arousal, changes in cognitive processes,
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behavioural/social/motor expression, action tendencies and
subjective labelling of these feelings [KK81]. Disney and
other cartoonists have maintained that perceived emotional
states are a necessary substrate for producing plausible char-
acters [TJ81]. The character of Grumpy in Disney’s ver-
sion of “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” would not
be the same without his regular expression of irritation and
anger. Creating emotion is essential to creating perceived in-
telligence and reasoning in agents [Dam95, Min88, Pic97].
Scheutz suggests a number of potential roles for emotions
and moods in agents including action selection, goal man-
agement, social regulation, learning, and memory control
[Sch04]. Emotions guide actions while moods function to
shift not only cognitive content but also the individuals’
processing mode [ED94, Ise87]. For instance, individuals
in a good mood are significantly more successful at solv-
ing problems [IDN87] and emotionally charged events are
generally more memorable than unemotional events, even
more so for negative events [TF85]. The central idea is that
emotions and mood are always involved while thinking and
should be simulated in virtual characters in order to express
plausible behaviour. The addition of an emotional dimen-
sion to a virtual human has a significant effect on the inter-
action, however, modelling them is not straightforward. In
addition, to the confusion amongst theorists on the defini-
tion and functionality of emotions [KK81], another problem
is the lack of agreement on what effects emotions have on
behaviours. Any given category of emotions can motivate a
variety of expressions and actions. The following sections
attempt to summarise relevant theories and categorise exist-
ing computational models of emotions.

4.1. The role of emotions

Emotion theorists have taken the view that emotions are re-
sponsible for generating a rapid and efficient response to im-
portant environmental stimuli which is useful for survival
from an evolutionary point of view [GM05]. In general, the
primary function of emotions are to guide actions and pro-
vide information through facial, vocal and bodily expres-
sions.

On a biological level, emotions prepare the body for ac-
tions like the flight or fight response in the face of oncoming
threat [Fri88]. In situations where hesitation could have dire
consequences, emotions function to set aside cumbersome
cognitive processing allowing for strategic planning [LN02].
Emotions create the optimal physiological milieu to support
the necessary behaviour in an emotionally charged event.
On a cognitive level, emotions alter an individuals’ priorities
thereby serving to allocate limited resources towards multi-
ple plans and goals [OJL87]. Emotions can arise out a set
of a deliberate planning process which in turn can influence
the decision making process. The affective system allows for
rapid response, efficient social communication and is gener-
ally adaptive but is also prone to errors. Once emotional situ-

ations escalate, guiding focus to the immediate and relevant
goal makes individuals loose perspective thereby leading to
irrationality. This is the main argument against incorporat-
ing emotional models into agents. It has been suggested that
individuals develop coping strategies to manage their emo-
tional states leading to models simulating this relationship in
virtual humans [MG02,GM05,PDS∗04].

Emotions aid in the communication of an individuals’
needs to the self [Fri88] and to others [Lev94]. The intensity
of the emotional communication and expression often de-
pends on the status of the interpersonal relationship between
the individuals. Individuals often prefer to discuss emotional
topics with friends than strangers [BH04] and a group leader
who is perceived to be adept in emotional expressiveness
is likely to influence others emotionally [For90]. For in-
stance, persuasion is more successful if the individual doing
the persuasion is emotionally (motivated) about their point.
This is a useful aspect when try to simulate a virtual human
with variable decision-making abilities such as in circum-
stances involving stressful situations as described by Gratch
and Marsella [GM05] or a virtual human which is trying to
influence the users’ actions.

An emotional experience is more memorable and involved
than a non-emotional one [TI65]. Individuals in a depressed
mood have increased accessibility to sad memories and de-
creased accessibility to happy memories [TF79]. El-Nasret
al. use a learning component to define the expectations of
an agent using information on past events [ENYI00]. For in-
stance, the generation of a fear response in expectation of
an undesirable upcoming event. Limet al. use long term
emotional memory and emotional tagging to influence the
re-experiencing of events [LAJ05]. Emotional states can be
seen as an important factor in retrieving specific memories
and also as a useful method to index perceived memories in
virtual humans.

4.2. Emotions and moods

Mood represents the overall view of an individuals’ inter-
nal state. Other than functionality, an affective state is dif-
ferentiated as an emotion or a mood based on three other
criteria: temporal, expressionandcause. Emotions are brief
lasting for a matter of seconds or at most minutes. Emo-
tions are often associated with a facial expression [EF76]
and have identifiable cause. Moods last for longer, are not
associated with a specific expression or cause. The main
functional difference between emotions and moods is that,
emotions modulate actions while moods modulate cogni-
tion. In accordance with this definition, modulating the ac-
tions caused by an emotion becomes difficult if it occurs
during a mood causing cognitive instability. Emotions are
phasic changes superimposed on moods which in turn can
be thought of as the affective background. Despite these dif-
ferences, emotions and moods are inextricably linked. Emo-
tions can lead to particular moods, and moods can alter the
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probability that a particular emotion will be triggered and its
intensity [NSS01,ED94]. For instance, an individual in an ir-
ritable mood becomes angry more readily than usual and the
resulting anger is more intense, decays more slowly and is
more difficult to control. There is no research to determine if
this is because the individual is in a continually low level of
anger and readily provoked or because there is a difference
in thresholds and related cognitive appraisals characterising
the mood. Most existing systems represent moods as a low
level of emotional arousal for a longer duration than emo-
tions [Vel97,KMT02a,RPP∗03]. Beckeret al. [BKW04] de-
veloped a presentation agent (Max) that expressed a coher-
ent portrayal of emotions over time including the dynamics
of emotions and moods over time. Recently Tanguyet al.[?]
implemented a concept of mood along two dimensions (ten-
sion and energy) as suggested by Thayer [Tha96].

4.3. Intensity of emotions and emotional decay

The intensity of emotions is affected in accordance to a
set of variables which include how important the event
is, level of unexpectedness, prevailing mood, gender and
arousal [Fri88,GW93]. An increase in either of these factors
intensifies the emotion. An increase in the period of time
from the eliciting event results in emotional decay. Emo-
tional decay is explainable by the view that emotions are
elicited not so much by the presence of external stimuli but
by an actual change in the stimuli [Fri88]. The intensity
of an emotional state in a virtual human is generally im-
plemented in some form in existing computational model
of emotions [Vel97,Gra00,ENYI00,PI01]. Many computa-
tional models use emotional intensities as one of the ways to
create emergent personalities in the agents [PDS∗04] while
others use a model of personality in conjunction emotions to
create agent emotional states with differing intensities to the
same event [PI01,EKMT02,Geb05]. For instance, in Bates
et al.’s Woggles [BLR94] (figure 2(a)) and Rosiset al.’s
Greta [RPP∗03] (figure2(b)), emotional intensity is assigned
depending on the uncertainty in the agents’ beliefs and the
importance of achieving a goal.

Generally the relationship between physical expression
and emotional intensity is modelled in a linear fashion. This
is in keeping with results reported by Hesset al. which in-
dicated that the perceived intensity of the underlying emo-
tion of morphed natural faces is linearly related to its actual
physical intensity [HBK97]. In addition, they found that the
more intense the emotional expression, the more accurately
the target emotion was recognised by the individuals in the
study. This result goes some way in explaining the success of
exaggerating expressions to enhance the plausibility of vir-
tual characters [PVP∗03,TJ81]. On the other hand, Bartneck
and Reichenbach [BR05] recently found a curve-linear re-
lationship between the physical intensity of synthetic faces
and perceived intensity. They also report similar results to
Hesset al. in that the recognition accuracy of an emotional

expression increases with physical intensity butonly up to a
certain point beyond which the accuracy levels do not vary
significantly. This suggests that exaggeration of behaviours
will only be worthwhile to a specific point.

4.4. Participant responses to emotions

Moods and emotions of others around an individual in-
fluences their emotional state and subsequent behaviours.
There is also evidence that behavioural feedback influences
the emotional state of individuals and postural feedback
may intensify the emotional experience [DLS∗89, FJLC99,
HCR94]. This process ofcatching the prevailing mood of
others is known as emotional contagion [Doh97]. Individ-
uals have a tendency to automatically mimic and synchro-
nise facial expressions, postures, and movements with those
of another person [GK97], which leads both individuals to
converge emotionally [HCR94]. A group of people who are
good at perceiving emotional expressions are more likely to
tune into the emotions of those around thereby resulting in
a sense of togetherness [BH04]. The presence of either pos-
itive or negative emotions in an individual prompts others
to act in a manner suitable to most likely lead to a state of
equilibrium in which both individuals reach a neutral mood
set [Fri88]. This could be a useful property to simulate in a
situation involving groups of virtual humans.

Studies suggest that the emotional state of a virtual hu-
man can similarly affect individuals in a virtual environ-
ment. Mortensenet al. [MVS∗02] reported that participants
in physically remote locations, who were collaborating with
a confederate in a shared virtual environment, were able to
assess the mood state of the confederate despite the sim-
ple avatar. The recognition of the confederates’ mood was
largely based on tone of voice, but also on the disposition of
the avatars’ body, for instance, a drooping head indicated
depression [MVS∗02]. Emotional contagion was also ob-
servable in a study conducted by Pertaubet al. in partic-
ipants who were asked to give a speech to a virtual audi-
ence [PSB01, PSB02]. Participants who gave a speech to
the negative audience developed greater anxiety. Participants
also judged the negative audience has being more realistic
than the positive audience [PSB02]. This has significant im-
plications in the design of virtual humans employed for ther-
apeutic applications [FSB∗03].

Another aspect of emotional contagion is to do with the
increase in affiliation between individuals sharing same sit-
uation. Gump and Kulik [GK97] reported that in keeping
with Schachter’s ‘emotional similarity hypothesis’, threat
increased affiliation and did so when the participants be-
lieved to be facing the same situation. Schachter [Sch59]
argued that physiological arousal evoked by a threat causes
uncertainty, and therefore individuals in similar threatening
situations desire to affiliate with others to evaluate the in-
tensity, nature,and appropriateness of their emotional state.
In an empirical study involving the virtual recreation of
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a bully-victim type situation, young participants felt em-
pathy towards the victim and felt anger towards the bully
especially when the participant identified with the victim
[PDS∗04, PDS∗05, HWA∗05]. Hall et al. reported that ex-
pressions of empathy were increased when young partici-
pants had high levels of interest in the conversation between
the virtual characters [HWA∗05]. In other words, the more
young participants perceived that a conversation was believ-
able, the more the felt sorry for the character. Further re-
sults indicated that if the young participants perceived that
they were similar to the virtual characters (identified with
them), they expressed greater empathy and liking [HW05].
The concept of the emotional similarity hypothesis might
prove to be especially relevant under collaborative scenar-
ios of a particularly stressful nature such as those explored
by Gratch and Marsella [GM04] or in situations calling for
strategic collaboration in games.

Exposure to an emotional episode colour the perception
of an individuals’ view of the world along numerous other
dimensions. Happy individuals make more positive judge-
ments whereas sad individuals make more negative judge-
ments. It is one of the most reliable affective phenomena
[FB87]. Prendingeret al. reported that an empathetic virtual
human had a positive effect on the participants’ perception
of the difficulty of the task and significantly decreased stress
caused through the delay [PMI05]. The ability to project
emotional expressiveness gives the impression of a more
trustworthy, charismatic and credible individual and the im-
pression of a charisma. This is aided by others paying more
attention to behavioural cues in order to obtain feedback on
the progress of the situation [LN02]. This property could
be exploited in a useful sense when trying to design virtual
agents in an e-commerce setting where trust and credibility
play an important role.

4.5. Models of emotions

The categorisation of emotions is as fuzzy as the defin-
ition of emotions. For instance, there is little doubt that
anger and sadness are emotions but there is less agreement
on moods (irritability, depression), long-term states (love),
dispositions (benevolence), motivational feelings (hunger),
cognitive feelings (confusion,deja vu) and calm states (sat-
isfaction) [BH04]. Gratch and Marsella [GM05, GRA∗02]
categorise approaches to emotion modelling into two main
groups: communicative-driven approaches and simulation-
based approaches. Instead of modelling an internal emo-
tional state, the communicative-driven systems focus on
picking an appropriate display of perceived emotions based
on end-goal of the agent. A lot of communicative-driven
models use a model of basic emotions such as those defined
by Ekman [EF78]: happiness, surprise, disgust, fear, sad-
ness and anger. This approach is well-suited for applications
aimed to acts as educational aids or e-commerce representa-
tive where the emotional range of the virtual agent is well-

defined and relatively narrow. The simulation-based systems
attempt to simulate an internal state (emotion) which is used
to choose the appropriate expression. Even though the end
result is often aimed to be communicative, this approach af-
fords more flexibility and variety in the expression. Most
simulation-based systems are based on an appraisal theory
of emotions such as the “Ortony, Clore and Collins” (OCC)
model [OCC88]. This approach allows the consequences of
events on a variety of levels to be appraised in accordance
to the goals, standards and attitudes of the agent before re-
sulting in an emotional state. It works well for applications
requiring decision-planning in a group of virtual humans
(agents) or in circumstances requiring a human-virtual hu-
man interaction over a prolonged period of time.

4.5.1. Models based on basic emotions

The concept of basic (or pure) emotions was made fa-
mous by Ekman and Friesen [EF78] and is commonly ap-
plied using morph targets to simulate emotional expressions
[HBK97]. Each model proposing a case for basic emotions
have its own set of basic emotions [OT90]. The six basic
emotions as defined by Ekman [Ekm82] were associated
with a set of facial expressions [EF76].

Ekman’s complete set has been used in a number of early
systems such as Velásquez’s Cathexis [Vel97] implemented
on a 2D baby face - Simón [Vel98]. Each basic emotion
had a family of related affective states in order to imple-
ment emotional intensity; for instance, fear was associated
with fright, terror and panic. Cathexis also allowed for the
modelling of emotion blending; for instance, grief was a
mixture of sadness and anger or fear depending on con-
text [Vel97]. Currently the Ekman’s set of basic emotions
(or a sub-set) are utilised as a method of categorising the
end-effect of expressing emotional states after the inter-
nal emotion is appraised through more complex systems.
These include Kshirsagar and Thalmann [KMT02b] and An-
dré et al.’s models of emotion and personality [AKG∗99],
Ushidaet al.’s emotional model based on fuzzy inference
rules [UHN98], Rosiset al.’s Greta [RPP∗03,RPP∗03] (fig-
ure 2(b)), and Tanguy et al’s [?] Dynamic Emotion Repre-
sentation (DER) model (figure2(k)).

The most noticeable restriction in Ekman’s set is the im-
balance between categorising negative and positive affect
[Ekm82]. In order to overcome the unbalanced nature of Ek-
man’s set of basic emotions, El-Nasret al.[ENYI00] created
a set of emotions for evaluations of their Fuzzy Logic Adap-
tive Model of Emotions (FLAME) on a synthetic baby face,
which included sad, anger, joy, fear, laughter, pain, thirst and
tired. Another restriction in the Ekman’s set (as well as other
basic emotion models [OT90]), is the lack of sufficient la-
bels to represent a rich set of emotional expression. Rosiset
al. [RPP∗03] get over this by using more than two models
of emotions: the Ekman’s set [Ekm82], a sub-set of emotion
labels from the OCC model [OCC88], and embarrassment
and shame [KB96].
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Schachter and Singer [SS62] reported that participants
were more susceptible to the mood of a confederate when
they had no other explanation for an increased psychologi-
cal state of arousal. This suggests that the context of a situ-
ation plays an active role in the emotional state felt by indi-
viduals. This is in keeping with results reported by Ushida
et al. [UHN98] where participants reported more perceived
emotional states than the actual six that were represented
in very simple agents. Several personalities and motivations
were attributed to the agents including the basic survival type
motivations (thirst, appetite, and feeling good) and more
complex social motivations (defending territory and commu-
nication). Freemanet al. [FSB∗03] reported similar results
in which participants attribute sentience and had feelings
of paranoia towards completely scripted virtual characters
(figure2(f)). This implies that for some applications simple
emotion models might suffice in producing plausible behav-
iour. In addition, to Ekman’s model of basic emotions, there
are a number of other models [OT90] such as Plutchik’s
model which allows for contains four pairs ofopposites: joy
and sadness, acceptance and disgust, fear and anger, surprise
and anticipation [Plu80]. Plutchik’s theory is more balanced
than Ekman’s set of basic emotions, allows for emotional
blends and varying emotional intensities (rage is more in-
tense than anger). Albrechtet al. [ASHS05] uses an emo-
tion model, based on the “emotional wheel” described by
Plutchik [Plu80]. In this model, the emotional space is rep-
resented by a disk defined by two dimensions: activation and
evaluation. Similarity between two emotions is proportional
to the angle that separates their positions on the wheel. The
emotional wheel model is used also by other facial anima-
tion systems, including [KSS96], [RKK03], and [LAAB02].

4.5.2. Models based on appraisal theories

Another common approach to modelling emotions is to
view the emotions as reaction which result from ap-
praisals/assesments of events and objects in correspon-
dence to goals (and probabilities of achieving them), be-
liefs, risks and attitudes. Appraisals can be basic sensory-
information processing, can involve rapid and automatic
cognitive processes or a much slower cognitive process.
Plutchik’s model goes some way in forming such a chain
[Plu80] but a more commonly used and comprehensive ap-
praisal model is the OCC model [OCC88]. The OCC model
provides a rule based system for triggering 22 emotions,
however, this has been judged to be too complex for mod-
elling in a virtual human [Bar02]. Ortony [Ort01] revised
the emotional structure of the OCC model to 10 containers
by eliminating all the branches relating to the concerns of
other virtual humans. The argument is that the slight reduc-
tion in realism is a justified tradeoff for some applications
given that the revised emotional structure reduces the com-
putational complexity of the model.

Bates, Loyall and Reilly [BLR94,Rei97] built one of the
first emotional agent (Woggles, figure2(a)) system on an

architecture called Tok which consisted of Hap (action se-
lection) and Em (emotional model). Em generated emotions
based on the success/failure of goals as appraised by Hap.
Em was built based on the OCC model and emotion inten-
sities were generated based on the importance level of the
goal. For instance, hope and fear in agents are the result of
the belief that a goal had the chance to succeed or fail. In ad-
dition, to generating emotions, Em also represented basic in-
terpersonal relationships between the agents on a like-dislike
dimension. For instance, the proximity of a disliked agent to
an agent causes it to become angry [BLR94]. Ushidaet al.
[UHN98] also present an emotion model for simple spheri-
cal agents with a deliberative system based on the OCC but
use a set of fuzzy inference roles which control the levels
of seven emotional factors. Gratch [Gra00] built on the work
done on Reilly’s Em algorithm and further extended it to pro-
duce a generalised plan-based model of emotional reasoning
in Émile. Émile allowed agents (in this case a pedagogical
agent - Jack and Steve [RL98]) to appraise the emotional
significance of events in relation to its own goals and the
probability of achieving those goals. Émile was integrated
in Marsellaet al.’s IPD [MLL00] (Interactive Pedagogical
Drama) system which, amongst other things, focused on the
impact of emotional states (and intensities) on virtual hu-
man behaviour [GM01, MG01]. Another way in which the
significance of goals and beliefs of achieving those goals is
represented by Rosiset al. [RPP∗03, RPP∗03]. Greta was
equipped with a representation of beliefs and goals (based
on a BDI architecture [RG91]) that drove the generation of
emotions and the decision to display the expressions. The in-
ternal states of the agent were generated through the use of
Dynamic Belief Networks. Greta’s internal states allow for
changes in emotional intensity with time, response delays,
blends [RPP∗03].

El-Nasret al. [ENYI00] suggested an approach to mod-
elling the dynamic nature of emotions by simulating their
effects on behaviour by using a learning process to acti-
vate blends of emotion that would affect and be affected
by a number of factors including motivation. FLAME is
based on an event-appraisal model which uses fuzzy rules
set to map assessments of the impact of a certain event
on pre-defined goals into an emotional intensity and state
[ENYI00]. The generation of emotions were again defined
using an event-appraisal model based on the OCC. The agent
learns about the properties of different events through rein-
forcement learning and about the user through a probabilistic
model that keeps track of the users’ actions. Evaluations of
the agent (PETEEI [ENIY99a]) resulted in some emergent
behaviours, for instance, an oscillation/confusion between
extreme emotional states [ENIY99b]. However, the learning
model significantly improved the plausibility of the affective
behaviours expressed by the agents [ENIY99a]. Kesterenet
al. [KAPN00] follow the same principles as El-Nasret al.
and simulate natural emotional expression through the mod-
elling of the OCC model using neural networks.
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OCC-based appraisal models have been used in conjunc-
tion with other mechanism like coping [GM04] or social
networks [PI01]. Gratch and Marsella [GM04] focused on
intensely stressful scenarios and therefore extended their
unified model with the addition of a detailed model of
problem-focused and emotion-focused coping to produce
EMA (EMotion and Adaptation). In addition, a simple per-
sonality model is used to allow the agent to choose which
coping strategy it prefers to deal with a particular stressful
situation. The coupling of the appraisal model with coping
process models has led to some unexpected emergent coping
behaviour [MG02]. Similarly Paivaet al. [PDS∗04] created
a 2D cartoon-like autonomous humanoid character applica-
tion (FearNot!) with an emotional model coupled with cop-
ing mechanism to evoke empathy in participants. Young par-
ticipants, especially females, felt increased empathy if they
perceived the virtual characters to have followed their coping
strategy advice [HWA∗05]. Prendinger and Ishizuka [PI01]
build their work on the premise that agent behaviour can not
be generated by modelling internal states such as personali-
ties, attitudes and emotions alone but has to integrate social
role awareness models. This allows their agent to suppress
the expression of an emotional state if it would result in the
failure of a goal.

Few constructive additions have been made to the OCC
model. Bartneck [Bar02] argued that a function of history
should be incorporated into the model so that the same event
occurring again would not result in the same emotional in-
tensity. However, this is dealt with in the models using val-
ues to represent the desirability of specific goals/events. Pi-
card [Pic97] and Bartneck [Bar02] point out that the OCC
model is not designed for and therefore does not allow for
interactions and dynamics between the different emotional
states. Models based on the concept of basic emotions or the
OCC model support emotional expression. The interactions
and dynamics between emotional states is covered in models
described in the next section which deal with mechanisms
which elicit emotions as well.

4.5.3. Models based on primary, secondary and tertiary
emotions

Damasio [Dam95] and Sloman [Slo01a, Slo01b] categorise
emotions into primary, secondary and tertiary emotions. The
definition of primary emotions is similar to the definition of
basic emotions in that they are defined as being innate. Pri-
mary emotions are produced by reactive mechanisms map-
ping external stimulus patterns to behaviours. For instance,
the states that often elicit two major response patterns, ‘fight
or flight’, are anger or fear respectively. Secondary emo-
tions, such as hope, are learnt associations between recog-
nised stimulus patterns generated primary emotions and
analysed situations where these patterns occurred [Dam95].
Tertiary emotions arise from the interaction of emotions and
other cognitive processes (e.g. motivation) or through lim-
ited resources while pursuing multiple goals.

Scheutzet al.[SSL00] introduced the CogAff agent archi-
tecture which models agents’ cognitive system into a reac-
tive, deliberative (what-if processes) and meta-management
(reflective process) layer. Primary emotions were triggered
in the reactive layer, secondary emotions were triggered in
the deliberative layer and tertiary emotions involve the meta-
management layer. Evaluations suggested that in a simu-
lated survival-type scenario, agents with reactive mecha-
nisms and affective states could achieve the same goals more
efficiently than agents with high-level deliberative mecha-
nisms [SSL00]. More recently Tanguyet al. [?] presented
the Dynamic Emotion Representation (DER) model which
represented changes over time in emotion intensities and the
interactions between different emotions (figure2(k)). Emo-
tional impulsesproduced by the mechanisms eliciting emo-
tions, such as those based on the OCC model [OCC88], ef-
fect (and are effected by) the state of the DER. Primary emo-
tions are used to trigger pre-organised behaviours that are as-
sociated to facial expressions as defined by Ekman [Ekm82].
Secondary emotions based on the Ekman set to select facial
signals corresponding to communicative functions. For in-
stance, an individual with a high level of happiness might
emphasise a word by raising his eyebrows where a person
with a high intensity of anger might frown to achieve the
same result. Figure2(k) shows two types of smiles generated
by the system depending on whether the character is sad or
happy. Tertiary emotions, represented using the mood model
of Thayer [Tha96], are used as filters on how emotional im-
pulses effect primary emotions and how they change the in-
tensities of secondary emotions.

The DER model is built over models which elicit emo-
tions from internal or external events such as those de-
fined earlier. Models based on Lazarus’s proposed process
involving primary appraisals, secondary appraisals and re-
appraisals [Laz91] allows for a much more dynamic repre-
sentation of emotion process.

5. Personality

The fact that Bugs Bunny says “What’s up doc?”
in his distinctive Brooklyn accent is part of his per-
sonality [Rei97]

Moffat [Mof97] differentiates between emotions and per-
sonalities over two dimensions: duration and focus. Where
as emotions are temporally inconsistent, personalities re-
main constant and is not specific to particular events. Per-
sonalities arise out of more indirect and long-term factors.
An emotion is a brief, focused change in personality.

Personality represents the unique characteristics of an in-
dividual. In psychology, the aim is to represent and under-
stand human psyche. This is done through defining var-
ious dimensions to generalise possible personality traits
amongst individuals and scale them in some way. Many of
these models have been used to create personality in agents
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[BB98,KMT02a,Geb05]. This approach to personality mod-
elling helps in designing virtual characters that have certain
characteristics which partly determine their behaviour. For
instance, a friendly virtual character is likely to act friendly
in any situation because of the traits in its personality. Is-
bister and Nass [IN00] reported that participants were able
to identify the personality of agents and preferred an over-
all consistency in agents regardless of whether the agent was
matched to the personality of the individual or not. This sug-
gests that agents with a friendly smile are expected to main-
tain friendly and open body postures. Granted this detracts
away from modelling personality quirks as strong as Bugs
Bunny [Rei97], although it does given a starting point and
the task of creating quirks is left to an artist.

Personality traits come into play when a virtual human is
used in an application that is meant to create some sort of
relationship with an individual or in cases where a group of
virtual humans are placed in social setting.

5.1. Models of personality

A number of models focusing mainly on emotions tackle
personalities by modelling emergent personalities. For in-
stance, Ushidaet al. [UHN98] model various personality
types through the difference in emotional expression. For
instance, the threshold levels for triggering an angry state
in the agent is used to control the extent to which an agent
is irritable. In Rosiset al.’s Greta (figure2(b)), personalities
were implemented by varying the goal weights that change
the importance agents attach to each goal. However, appli-
cations, which involve running a virtual human over a sub-
stantial period of time, call for a more robust personality
model [RPP∗03].

Generally personality traits are used to set the threshold to
generate emotional states and control the intensities. Infor-
mation about the characters’ personality can influence the
probability of choosing actions explicitly [PG96] or with
algorithms which introduce uncertainty [CS04, KMT02a].
Chittaro and Serra [CS04] present a goal-oriented approach
to modelling agents. The personalities of the virtual hu-
mans are modelled through a probabilistic automata (Proba-
bilistic Finite State Machines - PFSM) where behaviour se-
quences are chosen from an animation library (and some-
times modified) based on personality. Most systems simu-
lating the internal states of agents include detailed models
of both emotions and personality since the two are closely
linked [KMT02a,AKG∗99]. Two of the most prevalent per-
sonality models used in modelling individual characteristics
are the five-factor model (FFM) [MJ92] and the PAD dimen-
sional model [Meh80].

The five factors that make up the FFM are Openness
to experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeable-
ness, and Neuroticism. The FFM is sometimes referred to
as the OCEAN model. Individuals with highopennessare

prone to have more interests with less depth in each inter-
ests. Openness to experience is important to creativity. A
highly conscientiousindividual focuses on less goals and ex-
hibits self-discipline. Individuals can be classed as focused,
balanced or flexible. Highextraversionrefers to individuals
who are comfortable with a higher number of social relation-
ships. Individuals can either be extroverts, ambiverts or in-
troverts. Extroverts talk first, talk more and are more persua-
sive [AT80]. An individual with a highagreeablenessfactor
is prone to be subordinate and accept the groups’ norms with
ease and is termed an adapter. A challenger with low agree-
ableness factor is more interested in their personal goals. The
negotiator is an individual with moderate agreeableness. Fi-
nally Neuroticismis the negative emotionality factor. An in-
dividual who scores low on neuroticism requires more stim-
uli of higher strength to feel negative emotions and is termed
resilient. An individual with a high score is reactive. Neuroti-
cism is also associated with high levels of anxiety [AT80].
The relationship between personality and affective states is
not emphasised in the FFM. This explains the coupling of
the FFM with the OCC model in many existing systems.

Chittaro and Serra [CS04] use the FFM of personality
as input to a probabilistic automata based behaviour ani-
mation system [CS04]. Breese and Ball [BB98] modelled
agents’ level and intensity of happiness with two personal-
ity traits (dominance and friendliness) in a Bayesian Belief
Network (BBN) model. More recently Kshirsagar and Thal-
mann [KMT02b, KMT02a] used BBN to model personal-
ity traits using the more well-rounded FFM coupled with a
layer of mood. They argue that the model handles abstract
concepts within a structured probabilistic framework and
also handles uncertainty with respect to the generation of
emotion. Personality was represented along a n-dimensional
space (FFM) while emotions were represented as levels of
arousal through an extended version of the OCC. Kshir-
sagar and Thalmann added two other emotions (surprise and
disgust) to the existing OCC framework. The mood of the
agent was controlled through a probabilistic function of the
agents’ personality. The overall emotional state of the agent
depended on the emotional impulse caused by an event, the
personality, the mood, time-linear emotional decay, and the
pervious level of emotional arousal of the agent [EKMT02].
Eggeset al. [EKMT02] extended this model and linked it to
a dialogue system (modelled using Finite State Machines)
represented by a 3D face (figure2(i)). This model is fur-
ther detailed as the PME model [EKMT04] and was also
integrated with an idle motion synthesiser to create idle mo-
tions appropriate to the emotional state of a virtual human
[EMT05].

Similarly Andréet al. [AKG∗99] presented an integrated
model of emotions based on the OCC [OCC88] personality
based on the FFM [MJ92]. The integrated model was used
as filters to constrain a decision process to control an agents’
behaviour. Like Rosiset al.’s Greta, Andréet al.’s agent was
also built on a BDI-based [RG91] architecture. Initially their
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model simulated agent behaviour based on 4 basic emotions
(anger, fear, happy and sad) and 2 dimensions of personality
which relate to social interactions (extraversion and agree-
ableness). Prendinger and Ishizuka considered the same two
dimensions of personality [PI01]. André et al then developed
their model to include two affective information processing
channels: reactive and deliberative. This is similar to the first
two layers of Scheutzet al.’s CogAff architecture [SSL00].
The deliberative channel generates secondary emotions in
accordance to the OCC appraisal model [AKG∗99]. Geb-
hard [Geb05] presented ALMA which focuses on the tem-
poral variations in affective states. ALMA (a layered model
of affect) simulates short, medium and long term affective
states through modelled emotions, moods and personality re-
spectively [Geb05] based on the OCC model and FFM. Like
Kshirsagar and Thalmann’s model, the personality traits of
the agent is used to control the computation of the inten-
sity levels of emotional states. Romanoet al. [RSH∗05]
model social knowledge in addition to modelling personal-
ity (FFM) and emotions (OCC). The main disadvantage of
using the OCC model and FFM in conjunction is that there
is no clear mapping between the two.

Mehrabians’ three-dimensional Pleasure-Arousal-
Dominance (PAD) model allows modelers to input
some of the links between personality and emo-
tions [Meh96b, Meh80]. Different emotions and per-
sonalities are viewed as a variations along these dimensions.
For instance, a score of low pleasure, high arousal and
high dominance would be interpreted as anger while a
score of low pleasure, high arousal but low dominance
would be interpreted as fear. Some emotion modelers
have chosen to reduce the dimensions in the PAD model
to just two: pleasure and arousal, following Russell’s
“circumplex” model of the facial affect space [RFD97]
instead of Ekman’s Facial Action Coding System (FACS)
model [EF75], however, there are studies that argue that two
dimensions are insufficient to completely handle aspects
of facial affect [SERS00]. Becker et al. [BKW04] focus
on the modelling of a coherent portrayal of emotions over
time in an agent - Max. The emotional engine behind Max
consists of two components. One to simulate the dynamics
of emotions and moods over time. The other component
acts as a emotion categorisation model based on the PAD
model [Meh96b].

Instead of using Mehrabian’s PAD model to simulate per-
sonality, Gebhard’s modelled moods in ALMA [Geb05].
Then Mehrabian’s mapping between the PAD model and
the FFM model [Meh96a] was used to define the agents’
personality. Gebhard suggest future additions to the ALMA
model to include changes to the agents’ mood in accordance
to the emotional intensity. Alternatively there are other di-
mensional models of personality. For instance, Limet al.
[LAJ05] modelled personalities of agents along the three di-
mensions of Eysenck and Eysenck’s model [EE85]: extra-
version, neuroticism and deliberativeness.

6. Interpersonal factors

The previous two section have discussed the expression of
factors that can be considered internal to an individual, their
personality and emotional state. However, much nonverbal
behaviour is closely related to the interaction and relation-
ships between individuals. Nonverbal communication, is of
course, a form of communication and is an integral part of
inter-personal communication. In order to build believable
characters that are capable of social interaction it is vital to
endow them with realistic nonverbal communication and the
ability to uphold nonverbal social norms.

There is evidence that the social norms, especially in
terms of spatial behaviour, observable in the physical envi-
ronment hold in the virtual environments as well [MB99].
In fact, some researchers argue that the perception of agent
realism is improvable just by upholding social norms in a
virtual environment [MB99]. In social situations, purely ra-
tional virtual humans prove to be insufficient since the focus
is not on providing the best solution to a well-defined prob-
lem but rather to produce an suitable output within context.
Slater, Tromp, Steed and colleagues observed this in their
studies on small group behaviour in a shared virtual envi-
ronment [SS02,TBS∗98]. Even with the simple avatars, indi-
viduals were hesitant to seem rude to other avatars by break-
ing social rules. If behaviours that broke the social norms
were observed, such as an invasion of interpersonal space, it
was described as uncomfortable and disconcerting [Sch02].
Guye-Vuillèmeet al. conducted a study in which partici-
pants had avatars with sophisticated nonverbal behaviour.
They found that people made great use of this behaviour to
uphold real world norms and relationships. This same ef-
fect is overwhelmingly pointed out in the studies conducted
by Slateret al. on collaboration in a shared virtual environ-
ment [SS02, TBS∗98]. Individuals in the study specifically
mentioned that the lack of avatar expressiveness hindered
their joint performance. Casanueva and Blake carried out a
study with groups of three individuals in a shared virtual en-
vironment on desktop and concluded that avatars with ges-
tures and facial expressions yielded higher reports of copres-
ence than static avatars [CB01].

We divide the use of nonverbal communication for social
behaviour into two broad classes. The first class is connected
with the details of social interaction and conversation. This
is the form of nonverbal communication that takes place in
every social interaction, normally over relatively short time
periods. The second deals with creating and expressing so-
cial relationships between people, a longer term process.

6.1. Social Interaction and Conversation

The most important form of human communication is, of
course, spoken conversation, it provides the centre piece of
all our social interactions. Nonverbal communication is a
vital part of face-to-face conversation, providing an further
channel of communication beyond the purely linguistic one.
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Cassell, Pelachaudet al. [CPB∗94] identify three basic
classes of function of nonverbal communication in conver-
sation:

• Syntactic functions: functions that depend on grammatical
aspects of speech.

• Semantic functions: functions that emphasise, comple-
ment or add to the meaning of speech

• Interactional functions: functions that regulate the flow of
speech.

Syntactic functions are perhaps the simplest of the three.
Nonverbal communication is used to emphasise grammati-
cally important elements in speech, for example raising eye-
brows or gesturing at an accented syllable in a word or at a
pause. Conversely semantic functions are probably the most
complex, particularly in their interaction with language, as
they reflect the great diversity of meaning that can be com-
municated in conversation. The final function of nonverbal
behaviour is its interactional function, the regulation of the
interaction between the participants of a conversation, which
will be discussed in the next section.

6.1.1. Conversational Structure and Turn Taking

The purpose of the interactional functions is to ensure that
the participants are able to engage smoothly in conversation.
As such, probably the most fundamental function is to de-
termine whether, and when, two individuals should engage
in conversation at all, in the starting, or initiation phase of
conversation. When people approach each other they firstly
use gaze, brief glances followed by eye contact to indicate
willingness to talk. Once this initial contact has been made
they exchange greetings, either verbal (“hello”) or nonver-
bal (smiling, waving or shaking hands) [Ken90]. If some
one wants to end a conversation they indicate this by look-
ing around, shifting their attention away from the conver-
sation. Once the other participant acknowledges this they
exchange verbal and nonverbal farewells. Vilhjálmsson and
Cassel have implemented these conversation initiation and
ending behaviour in their BodyChat system [VC98] (figure
2(l)). Peters’ characters [PPB∗05] are able to reason about
each others’ attention while approaching and during conver-
sation and use this information to know whether to start of
end a conversation

At a finer timescale, nonverbal behaviour also regulates
behaviour within a conversation. The major interactional
function is turn taking, the process which determines who
should speak at any given time. At any given time each par-
ticipant in a conversation has one of two roles, the speaker or
the listener. These two roles can simply be modelled with a
finite state machine, such as Colburnet al.’s [CCD00] sim-
ple system or Thorisson’s sophisticated model [Thó02]. In
conversation people successfully take turns at speaking, with
only rare overlap, and often as little as 100ms between one
person stopping speaking and the next starting [Thó02]. This
brief time interval alone indicates that there must be some

sophisticated method at work to regulate the transition be-
tween roles.

The transition can happen in two ways. The speaker can
give the floor to the listener at the end of their utterance or
the listener can interrupt the speaker, and if the speaker ac-
knowledges this interruption the listener has the floor. In the
first case the speaker must indicate that they wish to give the
floor to the listener, which is done using a number signals
such as a long gaze at the listener at the end of an utterance
or lowering pitch.

If the listener wishes to take the floor from the speaker,
they must indicate that they are ready to start speaking. This
can simply be done by starting to speak, an interruption.
However, nonverbal signals can make the process smoother
and less jarring by warning the speaker before the listener
starts to speak for example a sharp intake of breath or be-
ginning to gesture are both associated with starting to speak.
Gesture can also be used by the speaker, dropping hands to
a resting position can signal the end of a turn while keeping
them in the gesturing position during a pause can keep the
turn.

Cassell and colleagues have developed a number of vir-
tual characters that exhibit realistic turn taking behaviour
[VC98, CBB∗99, Vil05]. Thórisson has also a developed a
system that recognises a system that is able to recognise turn
taking signals from a real real person, enabling smooth con-
versation between real and virtual humans [Thó97,Thó02].

6.1.2. Speaker Behaviour

The nonverbal behaviour of speakers is intimately connected
with their speech and so when implementing a virtual char-
acter it is important to be aware of how speech and behaviour
relate to each other.

Much of the role of speakers’ nonverbal is to express a di-
verse range of semantic information. One of the most impor-
tant distinctions, made by Poggi and Pelachaud [PP00] based
on Speech Act theory, is between the propositional and per-
formative meaning of a communicative act. The proposi-
tional meaning is the literal meaning of the spoke words,
generally this is contained in the verbal channel, though
sometimes not entirely, for example deitic function (point-
ing with hands or eyes) might be part of the propositional
meaning. The propositional meaning can be about the out-
side world (pointing or descriptive gestures) or about the
speakers mind (beliefs, emotions of thoughts). On the other
hand the performative value of the act is the action that the
speaker intends to achieve. For example, if one were to say to
a colleague: “I could really do with a coffee”, the performa-
tive might be what is indicated by the literal, propositional
value of the sentence: informing her of my desire of a cof-
fee. However, it is likely to have a different performative, for
example, a request that she comes to the common room and
join in drinking a coffee, and perhaps an offer to buy her a
coffee.
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Nonverbal communication plays a strong role in display-
ing the performative value of a statement, for example, dis-
tinguishing a piece of advice and an order. The performative
meanings have many components including the goal (giving
information vs a request); whose goal it is (the speakers or
listeners), the degree of certainty and the power relationship
between speaker and listener [PP00]. For example a request
in the interest of the speaker with high speaker power and
certainty is an order while with low speaker power and cer-
tainty and in the interest of the listener can be advice.

There are three ways in which meaning conveyed in the
nonverbal channel relates to that conveyed in the verbal
channel (and for that matter, how the meanings of differ-
ent modalities of nonverbal behaviour relate to each other)
[PP00]:

• Repetition and redundancy: the verbal and nonverbal
channels give the same information.

• Substitution: a nonverbal element takes the place of a ver-
bal element, for example, a pointing gesture can take the
place of a full description of a place, or a smile can take
the place of a greeting.

• Contradiction: the verbal and nonverbal meanings are op-
posite. This happens in irony and jokes. It can also be the
result of nonverbal “leakage” of suppressed affect or sup-
pressed meaning in a lie [RA05a].

The problem with generating semantic nonverbal communi-
cation is that the range of possible signals is very large, and
the meaning of each signal is very specific. An implemen-
tation of such behaviour would require a lexicon of signals
that would approach the size and complexity of the lexicons
used in natural language. However, we lack the standard dic-
tionaries and corpora that are available for verbal language,
and it may not even be possible to create such dictionaries
as it seems that gestures can be invented on the spur of the
moment.

Another, and simpler to implement, use of nonverbal com-
munication in speech is to mark emphasis. A number of
modalities can do this, perhaps the most obvious being vo-
cal intonation, with vocal stress appearing on emphasised
words. Gestures are also very important in marking stress,
beat gestures (see section7.4below) have been found to oc-
cur simultaneously with vocal stress [Arg98]. The eyes can
be used to mark emphasis, particularly the “eyebrow flash”
[PP02b]. One of the most successful models of emphasis for
virtual characters has been Cassell and colleagues’ use of
discourse structure [CPB∗94]. They divide utterances into
a themepart and arhemepart. The theme is roughly what
the utterance is about, the part of the utterance that refers
to subject matter that is already known in the conversation.
The rheme is the new information in the utterance. The main
emphasis of the sentence is normally on an important word
in the rheme and Cassellet al. [CPB∗94] propose generat-
ing gestures simultaneously with verb phrases in the rheme.

They have since extended this work to posture [CNB∗01]
and gaze [TCP97].

6.1.3. Listener Behaviour: The Back Channel

The nonverbal behaviour of the listener is as important as
that of the speaker, particularly as it provides feedback to
the speaker. While the most obvious flow of information in a
conversation is from the speaker to the listener there is a sig-
nificant flow of (largely nonverbal) information from listener
to speaker that is called thebackchannel. Via the backchan-
nel speakers gain important information about whether the
listener is paying attention, has understood, and how they
have reacted to what is said.

The importance of listener behaviour is demonstrated in
a study by Slateret al. [SPS99]. Participants were asked to
give five minute presentations to a virtual audience of eight
male agents dressed in formal wear and of varying behav-
iours: a positively charged set, a mixed response set, and a
negatively inclined set. The positive demonstrated high lev-
els of attention, gazing at the speaker 90% of the time, leaned
forward and smiled frequently. On the other hand the nega-
tive audience avoided eye contact, slumped in their chairs,
yawned and fell asleep. The mixed audience started with a
negative attitude and ended with a positive attitude. Partic-
ipants were asked to rate their own performance at speak-
ing. This rating was correlated with the good mood of the
audience. This indicates that the backchannel behaviour of
listeners can have a strong effect on the speaker.

Kendon [Ken90] suggests 3 types of back channel signal:

• “listening behaviour” which indicate attention and under-
standing (or confusion)

• “feedback behaviours” which give information to the
speaker about the listeners reaction to what is said (for
example, whether they agree).

• “imitation”, listeners often imitate the speakers’ behav-
iour in some way.

Of these various functions attention is generally shown
through gaze. Understanding and confusion can be shown
through facial expression, gaze, nonverbal vocalisations (e.g
“uh-huh”) or even full words (saying “yes” without inter-
rupting the speaker). This type of backchannel facilitates
achieving mutual understanding of what is said and what
is meant, the common ground, the process ofgrounding.
Nakanoet al. [NRSC03] have implemented a virtual charac-
ter that models grounding in conversation with a real person.
During an explanation it looks for signals of understanding
in the persons speech or gaze, and only continues to the next
point when these have been found

Another interesting aspect of backchannel behaviour is
imitation orinteractional synchrony[Ken70]. This is the ten-
dency of a listeners’ movements to become synchronised
with those of the speaker. In the course of an interaction the
beginning and end of the listeners’ movements, for example
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shifts of posture, will tend to occur at the same time as those
of the speaker, even if the movements themselves are very
different. The movements of both speaker and listener tend
to be synchronised with speech, the boundaries of the move-
ment coinciding with the boundaries of words and phrases.
This last observation tends to suggest that the synchronisa-
tion process is primarily driven by speech.

There have been many virtual character systems that
demonstrate back channel behaviour. In order to achieve
back channel behaviour the character must be able to de-
tect the behaviour of the speaker, for example using po-
sitional trackers and microphones if the speaker is a real
person [MGM05, GS05]. A microphone can be used to de-
tect pitch and loudness of speech that can trigger a head
nod [MGM05]. Interactional synchrony can also be simu-
lated, the boundaries of an utterance can be detected us-
ing a microphone [GS05] and postures shifts using a head
tracker [MGM05,GS05], both events trigger a posture shift
in the character. Vilhjálmsson and Cassell [Vil05] use a dif-
ferent approach. In their system users interact with each
other via animated avatars. The users type in text which is
spoken by the avatars. The text is parsed for information rel-
evant to nonverbal communication. This information is used
to animate the speaking avatar but is also sent to all listening
avatars to generate appropriate backchannel behaviour.

6.1.4. Systems

This section will discuss how these conversational factors
can be combined together into complete architectures for
characters that are capable of conversation, often called Em-
bodied Conversation Agents (ECA). An embodied conver-
sational agent must be capable of both verbal and non-
verbal behaviour and so should have use a representation
that combines both. Markup languages provide a power-
ful method of embedding nonverbal information in (verbal)
text. The Avatar Markup Language(AML) [KMTGV∗02]
directly embeds nonverbal behaviours, such as facial expres-
sions into the text. The Affective Presentation Markup Lan-
guage (APML) [DCCP02], on the other hand takes the ap-
proach of adding communicative functions, such as perfor-
matives or turn taking behaviour, in the markup. This allows
the text to be combined with other markup information spec-
ifying information about the character and context and use
this to generate the final behaviour [RPPN02,MLP04].

As discussed above a conversation character can either be
an agent, whose behaviour is entirely computer controlled,
or an avatar, that represents a real person and whose be-
haviour is partially controlled by that person. An agent can
engage in conversation with other agents (figures2(a)) or
with real people (see figure2(d), 2(e), 2(h) and 2(l)). We
will not discuss agents that only interact with other agents
[GB04, JT05] can avoid many of the issues relating to real
time recognition of a real persons’ behaviour and so are a
subset of those that interact with real people. Our example

Figure 3: Cassellet al.’s architecture for Embodied Conver-
sational Agents

will be an agent architecture proposed by Cassell and col-
leagues [CBC∗99, CBB∗99, CBVY00]. The architecture is
based on their FMBT model:

• F: separation of propositional and interactional Functions
• M: Multi-modal input and output
• B: separation of function and behaviour (a function might

be “greet” while the behaviour might be say “hello” or
wave)

• T: real-Time interaction

As shown in figure3, the architecture must first use inputs
from the conversational partner to understand their behav-
iour, then choose a response and finally generate appropri-
ate behaviour. The input manager handles the input sensors
which consist of audio to detect onset of speech and pauses,
a speech recognition system to determine what is said and a
computer vision system to detect gestures. An understand-
ing module takes these inputs and interprets them based on
the current discourse context and a static knowledge base.
The reaction planner generates high-level discourse func-
tions that should be generated and the generation module
transforms these into concrete behaviours. These three mod-
ules are all deliberative and so may not be fast enough to
produce the highly time dependent behaviour needed in con-
versation so they are controlled by a reaction module that
is able to produce faster responses without the need for the
deliberative modules and manages various information such
as the turn taking state. Finally, an action scheduler takes
the outputs of the reaction module and generation module to
produce synchronised speech and body language in an agent
such as Rea (figure2(d)).
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Avatars generally have their speech provided by the per-
son controlling them. In order to generate appropriate non-
verbal behaviour they must either parse this speech [CVB01,
Vil05] or take further user input [GB04,GVCP∗99,VC98].
As an example of this type of system we take three iterations
of Vilhjálmsson, Cassell and colleagues’ system for conver-
sational avatars. BodyChat (figure2(l)), an online chat sys-
tem where people were represented by avatars with realistic
conversational behaviour [VC98]. This used minimal user
input, conversational text and information about whether to
start and end a conversation and generated gaze and gesture
behaviour. This behaviour included conversation initiation
and ending, turn taking and backchannel behaviour. Body-
Chat was a successful system, in a user trial [CV99] users
found an avatar with this autonomous behaviour more nat-
ural and expressive than one where the control was man-
ual. More interestingly people that used the avatar with au-
tonomous behaviour actually felt more in control than those
that had (complete) manual control over their avatar. How-
ever, nonverbal communication is closely related to what
is said, and BodyChat did not use any information from
the text itself. This lead problem Cassell, Vilhjálmsson, and
Bickmore [CVB01] developed BEAT, a system that parses
natural language in order to generate nonverbal behaviour.
BEAT parses input text and tags it with grammatical infor-
mation and dialog structure. It then uses these tags to suggest
appropriate nonverbal behaviour, using a number of rules. It
initially suggests all possible behaviours and then uses a set
of filters (which could depend on the personality and cul-
ture of the speaker) to choose which are actually used. BEAT
was used to create a conversational avatar system, Spark (fig-
ure2(e)), in which users type text, which is then parsed by
BEAT to generated complex nonverbal behaviour [Vil05].
Spark was shown to be able to predict over 50% of a per-
sons’ nonverbal behaviour from what they say. In user trials
it significantly improved quality of conversation and perfor-
mance in a collaborative task.

6.2. Social relationships

If people need to interact with characters over long time pe-
riods it is vital that we create characters that are able to form
social relationship with humans, what Bickmore and Cas-
sell [BC01] call relational agents. This is particularly im-
portant in areas where trust is important such as sales [CB03]
or where self disclosure is required, for example health care
[BP04].

One important aspect of relationship is the attitude of one
person to another. Argyle [Arg98] proposes a model based
on two dimensions: friendly vs. hostile (affiliation) and dom-
inance vs submission (status). Behaviours associated with
high affiliation include physical closeness, more direct ori-
entation, more gaze smiling, head nods and lively gestures.
Low affiliation (hostility) is harder to define as there are nor-
mally strong social inhibitions against showing hostility in

public, however, closed postures such as crossed arms, and
lack of smiling can show hostility. Bécheiraz and Thalmann
[BT96] have a model of posture generation based on affili-
ation. In general high status can be characterised by height
and size, people draw themselves up to their full height and
use large postures, expanding the chest and having hands on
hips. Low status individuals tend to be more hunched over
and use smaller postures. In established hierarchies, how-
ever, a relaxed posture can indicate dominance. Prendinger
and Ishizuka [PI02] have developed a model of the evolu-
tion of attitude over time. Their characters’ attitudes to each
other depend on their current actions but also the history of
their past actions, and whether the two are consistent.

Another aspect of Argyles model is the equilibrium the-
ory: people seek a certain degree of social closeness (linked
to affiliation), which is the result of a balance between a ten-
dency towards attraction and one towards repulsion. If peo-
ple become too close on one modality they will tend to com-
pensate, if two people are placed very close together they
will tend to look at each other less and vice versa. Gillies and
Ballin [GB03, GB04, GCB04] implement Argyle’s model,
including both affiliation, status and the equilibrium theory
applied to posture and gaze (figure2(g)).

Bickmore and Cassell [BC05] have a more complex
model of social closeness consisting of three dimensions:

• familiarity, the degree to which people have exchanged
information about each other. As relationship progresses
people exchange more personal information.

• solidarity, how similar two people are to each other in
their interests, beliefs and behaviour.

• affect, the degree of liking, analogous to Argyle’s affilia-
tion.

Their character can use various strategies to increase each
component. Though most of these strategies are verbal they
use some nonverbal cues such as interactional synchrony,
smiling and nodding.

As well as relationships between individuals, people can
have relationships with whole groups of people. Prada and
Piava [PP05] model individual status and affiliation relations
between characters but each character also has a position
within a group (how they are considered within the group)
and a motivation for that group (how the group considers
them).

6.2.1. Trust

Trust is another important dimension of attitude. For many
applications of virtual characters it is vital that people trust
the character, for example if it is selling a product or giving
medical advice. Nasset al. studied the effects of agent per-
sonality in conjunction with ethnicity and found that individ-
uals attributed more trust to an agent perceived as an extro-
vert (more expressive) with an identical ethnicity [NIL01].
There has also been work done in agents with respect to
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building trust and a social-emotional relation with individ-
uals by remembering past interactions with the participants
and anticipating their future needs [BC01]. There has also
been some recent methodological work done by Cowell and
Stanney in exploring the particular behavioural cues and
emotional expressions that aid the enhancement of credi-
bility in virtual humans [CS05]. These studies suggest that
incorporating positive and persuasive behaviours in virtual
humans increases their perceived credibility and the individ-
uals’ propensity to trust in them. Rehm and André [RA05a]
take the opposite approach, creating a character that shows
nonverbal behaviour associated with lying. Examples in-
cludemasking, putting on a false expression such as a smile.
These false expressions tend to have different (longer ) tim-
ings and are more asymmetric than normal expressions.
Though their results were mixed there is some evidence that
these behaviours reduced trust.

6.2.2. Politeness and Social Inhibition

Most of this paper discusses how people express their feel-
ings. However, in many social situations we cannot ex-
press our feeling directly as it might be considered impo-
lite. This is particularly true of negative emotions and atti-
tudes. Prendinger and Ishizuka [PI01] have created a model
of social inhibition. They define a measure ofsocial threat
which is a combination ofpower (equivalent to Argyle’s
dominance) andsocial distance, a measure of how well two
people know each other. When talking to some one with a
high social threat the intensity of a displayed negative emo-
tion is reduced. The intensity of display is also reduced by
the characters’ agreeableness personality attribute (see sec-
tion 5).

Politeness is also an important factor in social restraint.
In Brown and Levinson’s model [BL78] politeness is about
avoiding threats to other peoples’face(the self images that
people would like to project in public). Everyone has two
types of face thepositive faceis the want to appear desir-
able to others and thenegative faceis the want to act in-
dependently and have ones’ actions unimpeded by others. A
threat can be a criticism (positive) or a request (negative) and
threats can be avoided by appealing to the positive face (e.g.
a compliment), negative face (a less direct request “would
you mind opening the door”), or by an off the record state-
ment (“I am tired” meaning “stop the meeting”). Politeness
strategies have mostly been applied to virtual characters in
terms of verbal behaviour [BC05, GRW05], but Rehm and
André [RA05b] have found some associations between the
use of gestures and politeness strategies.

7. Modalities of Expressive Behaviour

There are two main issues involved in studying the expres-
sions of internal states. The first revolves around the ques-
tion: is there a set of distinct expressive behaviours for an
emotional state caused by a specific stimuli? The second

issue concerns the challenge of identifying commonalities
in the expressive behaviours used with a specific emotional
state caused bydifferent stimuli. The same emotion is ex-
pressed differently by different individuals at different times
[Arg69], however, individuals are able to use even minimal-
istic cues to perceive the emotional state of others. In other
words, are there distinct basic cues that can be used to per-
ceive an emotional state in others?

Individuals express conversational feedback, various
emotional states and interpersonal attitudes with a range
of behaviours including: facial expression, movement, ges-
tures, head orientation and eye gaze, posture, vocal intona-
tion, and linguistic expressions. Generally these modalities
are used in conjunction and are highly synchronised. For
instance, Planalp conducted a study to ascertain the vari-
ety of cues used to perceive emotions in naturally occurring
situations [PDR96]. Majority of the participants (97%) re-
ported using more than a single cue. On average six to seven
cues were used, thirteen cues being the maximum number
reported. Two thirds of the individuals reported using vocal
cues while over a half used facial, indirect verbal and context
cues. In terms of accuracy, 84% of the participants correctly
perceived a single emotion and 68% matched all emotions
in cases where multiple emotions were felt. The following
sections give an overview of various nonverbal behaviours
used in the physical world, their functions and how existing
virtual human behaviours have been tackled.

7.1. Facial Expression

One of the most expressive areas of the body is the face capa-
ble of producing about twenty thousand different facial ex-
pressions [Bir71]. It is the area most closely observed during
an interaction [Arg69]. Facial expressions of an emotional
state is readily recognisable by others even in a synthetic
static sketch format [WKSS00,HBK97]. Facial expressions
have been well studied and categorised by researchers in
accordance to main expressions [Ekm82, EF78, WKSS00],
responses [Osg66], and basic physical movements [Bir68].
Most methodological research has focused on the impor-
tance of facial expression [EF75] or accompanying physio-
logical reactions [Can15] of emotions at the expense of body
movement (gestures), body orientation (turning away), body
agitation (tenseness), and speed of movement. The display
of emotions through the face is only one side of the coin, fa-
cial expressions are also used to support the speech, adding
new or redundant information [BC97,PB03,PP00]. The fol-
lowing sections deal with the types of facial expressions and
their significance.

7.1.1. Describing Facial Expressions

It is important to understand how facial motor primitives and
facial signals combine to create facial meanings in order to
understand what facial expressions communicate. Smith and
Scott [SS97] summaries three approaches to describing how
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facial expressions communicate meanings: thepurely cate-
gorical model, thecomponential modeland thepurely com-
ponential model.

The purely categorical modeldescribes a limited set of
full-face patterns often associated to universally recognised
emotional facial expressions. Ekman [Ekm92], and Izard
[Iza71] conducted studies across different cultures. They
showed pictures of full-face configurations and asked partic-
ipants to associate each picture to an emotional label. From
these studies, a limited set of universally recognised facial
expressions were identified such as Ekman’s six basic emo-
tions [Ekm82]. In accordance with the purely categorical
model, meanings can only be expressed through a full-face
configuration. Even if the facial patterns could be described
by its component using FACS, each component does not
have any meaning by itself. Two main problems exist with
the purely categorical approach: the first one is the limited
set of possible meanings associated with each facial config-
uration, creating an imbalance in comparison with the recog-
nised communicative power of human faces [SS97]. The
second problem is that full-face configurations do not oc-
cur often under normal circumstances [Rus97]. These prob-
lems are dealt with in the componential-based models. In the
componential modelsuggested by Smith and Scott [SS97],
meaningful units are facial component actions which are
related to Action Units (AU) described by FACS (see sec-
tion 7.1.3for a discussion on FACS and AUs). In thepurely
componential modelthe meaning of the full facial pattern is
equal to the sum of the meanings of its components. In con-
trast, thecomponential modelsuggests that the meaning of
the whole might be different than the meaning of the sum of
its parts [SS97].

7.1.2. Functions of Facial Expressions

The face is the most expressive medium of communication
in the human body [Arg98, Arg69]. Two main theories ex-
plain the functions of facial expressions, the first one sees
them as areflection of mental states, such as emotions, and
the second one considers facial patterns asCommunicative
Acts.

For a very long time facial expressions have been seen as a
reflection of mental states and the most common association
is between facial patterns and emotions. Collier [Col85], Ek-
man & Friesen [EF69] and Smith & Scott [SS97] argue that
people look at the face to find cues to emotional states. Emo-
tions and emotional intensities are perceivable from an indi-
vidual’s face with a great deal of accuracy [EF78,HBK97].
Darwin [Dar72], Tomkins [Tom80], Ekman [Ekm92], and
Izard [Iza71] argue that emotions, particularly basic emo-
tions, produce typical facial patterns. Ekman [Ekm92], and
Izard [Iza71] suggest that these sets of facial expressions are
recognised across cultures as expressions of emotions. How-
ever, an experiment by Tomokoet al. [Tom04] shows that
even in-between Chinese and Japanese cultures, some ex-

pressions can be interpreted with different meaning. For in-
stance, the expression ’surprised’ for Japanese is interpreted
as ’Confused’ by Chinese.

These facial displays occur during emotionally significant
events. They are uncontrolled by the individual and have par-
ticular physical and timing patterns related to the emotions
they communicate. The resulting pattern is often considered
a full-face configuration and are seen as such due to the
method used to study them [Ekm92, Iza71]. Izard [Iza97],
Ekman [Ekm99] and Smith & Scott [SS97] define a loose
link between facial displays and emotions: certain facial pat-
terns are shown during certain emotional states but the pres-
ence of emotions is not necessary for these facial patterns
to be shown. Also the presence of emotions is not sufficient
to produce the related facial displays. It is worth noticing
that facial expressions co-occurring with emotions are not
exactly the same as those displayed when the emotion is not
present. There is a difference between a fake and genuine
smile [Ekm92].

Carroll and Russell [CR96] argue that the context within
which a facial expression is shown determines the emotions
being perceived from the face in question. If individuals are
shown a static emotionally expressive face with no clue to
what elicited it, they imagine a context [PK02b] and if the
nonverbal behaviour is contradictory to the context, individ-
uals will try to justify it [AT80]. Therefore the context within
which the emotional facial expression is displayed seems to
play a significant role on how it is perceived.

Facial expressions emerge from the communicative
process function as part ofcommunicative acts. A com-
municative act is composed of two parts: a communicative
meaning/function and a signal which is the physical realisa-
tion of the meaning [BC00]. For instance, facial signals such
aseyebrows raisedrelate toemphasise(see Table1).

Table 1: Functions of conversational facial action [BC97,
Page 342, Table 15.1]

Meaningful Displays by speakers
Semantic

Redundant
Personal reaction
Portrayal
Thinking

Nonredundant
Personal reaction
Portrayal

Syntactic
Grammatical markers

Emphasiser
Question marker

Communicative acts are synchronised with speech adding
new and/or redundant information. Communicative acts can
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be acted, symbolic or intentional, and arise due to the com-
municative process in contrast to emotional expressions
which arise due to emotional events. Communicative acts
are also fast due to their synchronisation with the speech, in
comparison to emotional expressions which have their own
time signatures. The meanings of communicative acts are
varied. They could be syntactic, semantic [BC97] or related
to the person’s goals [PB03]. Facial expression, as one of the
communicative behaviours, depends on the communicative
goal the person wants to pursue [PPdR∗05]. The choice of
the goal is determined by contingent events and long-lasting
features. Contingent events includes content to communi-
cate, felt emotions (physical resources), context and inter-
locutor. Long-lasting features refers to the agent’s culture,
personality and style, etc.

7.1.3. Levels of Description for Facial Expressions

Facial expressions in virtual characters can be considered on
four different levels:Static Appearance, Basic Motion Prim-
itives, Facial Movements/SignalsandFacial Meaningsfrom
lower level to higher ones in that order.

Static Appearance: This description refers to a 2D/3D
mesh, or the volumetric representation of a face. They are
not dealt with in this STAR.

Basic Motion primitives: In real faces the basic mo-
tion primitives are the movements of the muscles of the
face. In graphical characters, motion is controlled by de-
forming the underlying meshing, either directly [Par72], or
by using more sophisticated techniques such as techniques
such as Bézier or B-spline patches and abstract muscles
[PW96, Bui04]. To obtain the natural movement of human
facial expressions using linear interpolation of facial mesh
data is not sufficient so other methods are often used. For
example, Parke [Par72] used a cosine interpolation scheme
to approximate the acceleration and deceleration of facial
movements

One of the major contribution into the low-level analy-
sis of facial expressions is the FACS developed by [EF78].
This system is based on Action Units (AU) describing visi-
ble movements on the face generated by the contraction of
muscles. An example of AU could be “Inner Brow Raiser”
or “Lip Corner Depressor”. It was developed as a standard
method to code facial movements from images or videos
but now it is widely used in computer animation. A less
detailed implementation [Tho96] provides a simpler way
that allows animation with a more cartoon style look. In
this approach, control points such as ’Brow Right Medial’
and ’Mouth Left’ were selected to maximize the expres-
sively/complexity trade-off. The FACS is very useful to rep-
resent facial appearances but it does not provide any infor-
mation about the meanings communicated through facial ex-
pressions. Action units have been built into a number of
facial animation standards. The most famous ones are the
Facial Animation Markup Language (FAML) and the low

level Facial Action Parameters defined by the MPEG-4 stan-
dard [HEG98, PK02a, GSW∗01]. These commands contain
intensity information used for positioning a parameter but no
information about their intensity changes over time. The ex-
ception is the FAML which defines a duration of activation.

Facial Movements or Facial Signals: Commands used
for facial movements are based on the same descriptions as
the previous one. In addition, functions of time are used to
describe intensity changes over time. Generally these move-
ments are defined over three periods of time: attack, sus-
tain and decay duration [DRS02,KMMTT91,Bui04,PB03].
EMOTE and FacEMOTE presented by [BAZB02] are inter-
esting solutions to change the expressiveness of a character
(see section7.3.3for more details).

Facial Meanings: Implementations of facial expressions
at this level are no longer physical descriptions of the face
but descriptions of meanings expressed through the face.
Example of languages developed to script meanings into fa-
cial expressions are Affective Presentation Markup language
(AMPL) [PB03], the high level Facial Animation Parameters
(FAPs) defined by MPEG-4 standard [HEG98,PK02a], Ges-
ture Markup Language (GML) and Emotion Markup Lan-
guage (EML) [GSW∗01].

7.1.4. Emotional Expressions in Animation System

Numerous facial animation systems display emotional ex-
pressions based on variants of a set of universally recognised
facial expressions such as Ekman’s [Ekm82,Ekm92]. These
systems either display one set of the universally recognised
facial expressions [KMT02a, Bui04, Vel97, PDS∗04] or in
addition they produce combinations of these facial expres-
sions [ASHS05,KSS96,RKK03,LAAB02,PM03].

For the selection of emotional expressions, certain sys-
tems use astatic emotional representation[ASHS05,KSS96,
RKK03,LAAB02,PM03], such as the emotional wheel de-
scribed by Plutchik [Plu80]. The emotional wheel describes
an emotional space through two dimensions: evaluation and
activation. Basic emotions corresponding to the universally
recognised facial expressions are mapped onto this space.
To display a new emotion, this emotion is mapped onto the
wheel using the two dimensions and the combination of the
universally recognised expressions corresponding to the two
closest basic emotions is shown.

A drawback with static emotional representation is the
lack of consistency mechanism. The use of static emotion
representations enables a system to display an expression
of anger consecutively to an expression of happiness. Emo-
tions vary relatively slowly so opposite emotional expres-
sions cannot occur consecutively. A minimum period of time
should separate the two expressions. Certain systems use dy-
namic emotion representations which are responsible for the
production of emotional expressions [Bui04, KMT02a, ?].
These types of systems represent the slow changes of emo-
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tional intensities and therefore provides a consistency mech-
anism to produce emotional expressions.

In the architecture of the agent called Obie, described by
The Duy Bui [Bui04], Ekman’s basic emotions are used to
generate emotional facial expressions. Two fuzzy rule-based
systems map an emotional state vector, provided by an emo-
tional model, to facial expressions: one to map a single emo-
tion to its universally recognised facial expression, and the
other maps two emotions with the highest intensities to a
blend of their universally recognised facial expressions. An
“expression mode selection” selects if one or two emotions
should be displayed. If the difference between the intensi-
ties of the two highest emotions is greater than 0.5 only one
emotion is expressed. The blending of the facial expressions
is carried out by expressing the two emotions in different
parts of the face as defined by a set of rules.

The work described by Kshirsagar and Thalmann
[KMT02a] uses of an emotional model to select facial ex-
pressions (see section5.1 for a discussion of the emotional
model). As input, the system takes a list of possible re-
sponses associated with an emotional state probability pro-
vided by a chat-robot system called ALICE. For each emo-
tional state probability, the system computes the probability
of each possible mood state in relation to the personality of
the character and some thresholds. The mood state with the
higher probability is selected and used to choose one of the
emotional states and its associated facial expression.

In the Emotionally Expressive Facial Animation System
(EE-FAS), emotional expressions are based on the univer-
sally recognise facial expressions [?]. Emotional impulses
are sent to the Dynamic Emotion Representation (DER),
triggering emotional behaviours expressed through emo-
tional facial expressions. The thresholds of emotional be-
haviour activations vary with the state of the DER providing
some consistency to the mechanism producing emotional ex-
pressions.

Manciniet al.developed a system in which a visual feed-
back is given to the user using a graphical representation of
a human face [MBP05]. Using the real-time extraction and
analysis of acoustic cues from the music performance, the
system provides an interpretation of the emotional intention
of the performer which is then represented as facial expres-
sion on an empathic agent. It uses a set of dimensions of ex-
pressivity [HMP] to modify the animation of the agent qual-
itatively.

7.1.5. Communicative Functions in Animation System

Facial expressions are extremely important in interpersonal
communication, providing many communicative functions
such as emphasis (e.g. raising eyebrows), giving feedback
as to whether a listener has understood (e.g. a confused ex-
pression) and distinguishing performatives (an order can be
accompanied by a frown, a request by a smile) [PP00].

BEAT, described by [CVB01], takes pure text as input
to generate “embodied expressive behaviours.” The source
text is tagged with linguistic and contextual information by
the system, which are themselves used to suggest nonver-
bal behaviours. The system presented by Pelachaud & Bilvi
[PB03] and Rosiset al. is integrated into a system which
translates goals, belief, and emotions into communicative
function tags through dynamic belief networks [RPP∗03].
During the animation these communicative functions are
transformed into facial signals, e.g. physical movements
such as a smile.

The first issue due to the use of communicative functions,
is that several communicative functions could be expressed
at the same time, which means that several facial signals
should be displayed at the same time. If these facial signals
involve the same facial part and try to communicate differ-
ent meanings a semantic conflict occurs. The example given
by Pelachaud and Bilvi [PB03] presents two communicative
functions, aperformative orderand acommentwhich are
realised as aeyebrows frownand aeyebrows raised, respec-
tively. As pointed out by the authors, “adding these two sig-
nals would not produce a believable expression”, the com-
municated meaning would be sadness. [RPP∗03].

The second issue is the mapping between categories of
communicative meaning onto facial signals. “The human
face can generated around 50,000 distinct facial expres-
sions, which correspond to about 30 semantic distinctions”
[Par02]. As emphasised by Bavelas and Chovil [BC00], sev-
eral signals could correspond to one communicative func-
tion and one signal could be used for several communicative
functions. This shows the importance of taking context into
consideration when interpreting the meanings of facial ex-
pressions. Physical implementations of facial meanings dif-
fer according to the physical and mental states of the speaker
as well as the state of the dialogue [BC00,PB03].

To solve the mapping problem, the Emotionally Expres-
sive Facial Animation System (EE-FAS) uses a Dynamic
Emotion Representation to represent emotional contexts
in which physical implementations of facial meaning take
place [?]. This technical solution enables the EE-FAS to
produce different facial signals corresponding to a category
of facial meaning according to the emotional state of the
character. Thórisson also solves the mapping issue between
signals and communicative meanings by taking into con-
sideration the physical state of the character to select sig-
nals [Thó99]. This solution also solve problems regarding
semantic conflicts.

7.2. Gaze

The eyes are probably the most intense social signallers in
the human face [AT80, LWB00]. Langtonet al. even sug-
gest that humans have evolved neural mechanisms devoted
to gaze processing and gathering relevant information in or-
der to enable the rapid and automated procedures to cope
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with analysing other individuals’ gaze movements and trig-
ger reflexive shifts in their visual attention [LWB00]. These
mechanisms are well documented. For instance, during the
conversation, it has been observed that individuals listen-
ing look at their conversational partner for longer periods
of time and more often than the speaker [Arg69, AC76].
Amongst other well known conversation management func-
tions [Kle86], gaze also serves to indicate involvement in
an interaction, affiliation towards the other individual in the
interaction [EW65], attitude and perceived trustworthiness
[Duc98]. Fukayamaet al. [FSO∗01,FOM∗02] reported that
regardless of visual fidelity, gaze behaviour in virtual char-
acters can be used reliably to convey different impressions
to participants.

Individuals prone to seeking affiliation in others, engage
in more mutual gaze or glances in search of more involve-
ment in the interaction from the other [AT80]. However, an
increase in gaze is also a means of expressing dominance and
is perceived as a threat. Exline and Winters conducted stud-
ies in a interview scenario in which individuals were placed
under either positive, neutral or negative conditions [EW65].
Results indicated that participants in the negative conditions
significantly reduced looking at their aggressor (engaging in
mutual gaze) [EW65]. In the positive condition, there was a
slight increase in mutual gaze while there wasn’t any notice-
able changes in the neutral conditions [EW65].

Gaze and mutual gaze is also affected in accordance to
the emotional state of each individual in the conversation
and the interpersonal relationships between them [Ken67].
A concise review of the literature on the functions of gaze
and the variations of gaze behaviour in different situations
from a social psychology perspective is found in Kleinke’s
research review paper [Kle86]. The simulation of gaze be-
haviour in virtual humans is perhaps the most significant part
of the face especially in virtual applications requiring social
interaction since there is evidence that a fixed stare can cause
negative evaluation of the conversational partner [ALC74].
While a simplistic random gaze model might suit the pur-
poses of livening the virtual human, the inclusion of even
a simple meaningful gaze model can significantly improve
the perceived quality of communication with a virtual hu-
man [GSBS01].

A period of mutual gaze between individuals acts as a sig-
nal to initiate an interaction causing the individuals to move
closer and also to signify attention focus [Gof63, Ken67,
MG79]. At the start of the conversation and during the end,
the amount of gaze between the individuals is high, however,
this levels off to reach a state of equilibrium during the con-
versation [AC76, AI72]. Kendon observed that the speaker
will often avert their gaze when there is a hesitation during
the discussion of cognitively difficult material [Ken67] and
the rate of blinking reduces [PK27]. Turn-taking is also ac-
tively controlled by the gaze and mutual gaze behaviours ex-
hibited by participants in the conversation [TCP97]. In fact

Richardson and Dale report results from an experiment using
an eye-tracker which suggest that the strength of the relation-
ship between the speakers’ and the listeners’ eye movements
predict the degree to which the listener successfully compre-
hended the information given by the speaker [RD05]. This
implication could be of specific importance to agents used
in learning or educational based environments. On the other
hand the careful modelling of gaze behaviour in an agent
gathering information from an individual could portray the
perception of an attentive agent. In a face-to-face interaction,
individuals who stare too much can cause others to feel ill at
ease or uncomfortable while those who do not look at their
conversational partners enough make them feel bored or dis-
approved of [AT80]. Individuals reduce mutual gaze under
negative situations. For instance, mutual gaze is avoided
when an individual is embarrassed [Duc98, EW65, AT80].
Again these parameters can be used to induce feelings of
threat and dominance in virtual therapeutic applications.

Mutual gaze patterns are also governed through factors
other than speech patterns such as seating position, prox-
imity, age and gender [MG79]. For instance, Muirhead and
Goldman reported that mutual gaze occurred twice as much
when individuals sat opposite each other than beside each
other and that middle-aged individuals engaged in half the
amount of mutual gaze in comparison to younger or older
individuals [MG79]. Individuals also tend to avoid mutual
gaze, the closer they are [AC76]. Gaze is also affected ac-
cording to status and gender; for instance, females dyads of
equal status exhibit more mutual gaze than dyads of males
or opposite-sex [AT80, MSWB87, EW65]. Females in gen-
eral engage in more mutual gaze than males. There is evi-
dence that individuals, especially females, tend to engage in
increased mutual gaze with the preferred partner (stronger
perceived affiliation) in a three-way interaction [EW65].

Denget al. distinguished two approaches taken to model
lifelike gaze behaviour models: parametric (discussed be-
low) versus non-parametric or data-driven models [DLN05].
To date there are two main data-driven models. Leeet al.
[LBB02] observed gaze behaviour in individuals using an
eye-tracking device and computed a gaze model based on
the first order statistical analysis of the collected data. The
model depicted various properties of the rapid motion with
which the eye moves from one focused position to an-
other (saccades). These properties included the time the eye
spends at a focused position (inter-saccade interval), the
time the eye takes to get to the new position (saccade du-
ration), the angle the eye rotates in order to get to the new
position (saccade magnitude), the direction the eye moves in
(saccade direction), and the non-uniform velocity it moves
with (saccade velocity). The resulting model was simulated
on a 3D face and participants were asked to judge, amongst
other things, how natural, friendly and lively the character
was. Overall the model outperformed two control conditions
using static and random gaze model. Other than the gaze
model, Leeet al. also reported a high correlation between
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the movement of the eyes and eyelids which could, theo-
retically, be incorporated into an integrated model [LBB02].
More recently Denget al. focus on producing an eye move-
ment model using non-parametric texture synthesis tech-
niques [DLN03, DLN05]. Their technique is based on the
observation (also noted by Leeet al.) that gaze changes are
associated with blinks and considers eye-gaze and aligned
eye-blink motion together as an eye-motion-texture sam-
ple [DLN05]. These samples are then used to synthesise
new eye motions. Evaluations were conducted using the gaze
model on a 3D face against the model proposed by Leeet
al. [LBB02] and a random model. The random model was
the least favour model while the model proposed by Denget
al. outperformed the model proposed by Leeet al. but only
slightly [DLN05]. Denget al. suggested that their gaze be-
haviour model might be well-suited to simulate avatar be-
haviours to portray boredom or inattentiveness [DLN05].
Rehm and André conducted a study as a probe to obtain
data to develop an appropriate gaze model for virtual hu-
mans in a multi-way social interaction scenario involving
two participants and an agent (Greta) in a game involving
deception [RA05c]. There analysis revealed that in general
participants followed the gaze patterns observed in dyadic
situations and maintained the speaker-listener relationship,
however, they gazed significantly more towards Greta when
listening to the virtual human [RA05c]. Rehm and André
hypothesise that this effect could be due to the difficulties
participants faced in interpreting deceptive cues in Greta, the
novelty of interacting with Greta or it could be that partici-
pants felt more comfortable looking at a virtual human than
another participant.

A number of agents have been programmed with paramet-
ric gaze behaviour models in conjunction with other com-
municative gestures (see section6.1). Colburn et al. con-
ducted a study to investigate the differences in an indi-
viduals’ gaze pattern when interacting with an avatar with
varying gaze behaviour models [CCD00]. The gaze behav-
iour model of the avatar was modelled using state ma-
chines triggered in correspondence to who was was speak-
ing and the time passed between states. The gaze behav-
iour of participants in evaluative studies displayed gaze pat-
tern more similar to those occurring during a real dyad,
when there was an avatar with life-mimicking gaze behav-
iour [CCD00]. Garauet al. [GSBS01] conducted a similar
study in which, pairs of participants were asked to carry
out a negotiation task under four conditions: audio only,
avatar with random gaze and head animation, avatar with
lifelike gaze behaviour and tracked head movements, and
video tunnel. In the two avatar conditions, the individu-
als in the dyad were represented to each other by identical
gender-matched above shoulder avatars. Unsurprisingly, the
video was the most favoured condition while the random
gaze condition was the least favoured. The most encour-
aging results were that the lifelike condition was not sig-
nificantly different to the video condition [GSBS01]. Simi-

larly, Fukayama et al [FSO∗01,FOM∗02] used a simple gaze
model through a two-state Markov model based on inter-
saccadic interval, amount of mutual gaze maintained with
the participant, and where the virtual character looked when
it wasn’t maintaining mutual gaze with the participant. Re-
sults from their study showed that virtual characters could
convey a perceived impression through gaze alone. These
studies not only indicate that individuals do respond to vir-
tual humans’ with lifelike responses but also that even sim-
ple gaze models can elicit these responses. The models em-
ployed by both Colburnet al., Garauet al. and Fukayama
et al. were created using the simple guidelines observed by
Argyle et al. [AC76,AI72,AIAM73] and Kendon [Ken67].
Colburn et al. suggested an addition of a transition time-
multiplier to their dyadic model to simulate the effects of
proximal influences on gaze behaviour when multiple par-
ticipants are involved in an interaction [CCD00].

Vinayagamoorthyet al.created a hybrid gaze model based
on the data-driven model by Leeet al. [LBB02] and the
parametric model used by Garauet al. [GSBS01] for use in
full-body avatars under immersive settings [VGSS04] (fig-
ure 2(j)). The gaze model was evaluated in a study inves-
tigating the impact of varying levels of avatarvisual and
behaviouralrealism on participant responses in an immer-
sive virtual environment [GSV∗03]. Two levels of behaviour
were simulated for the study. The first category of behav-
iours were designed as a control and included a random gaze
model with accompanying arm, legs and head animation.
The second category of behaviours included the body anima-
tions as well as the hybrid gaze behaviour model [VGSS04].
The higher level of visual realism utilised in the study is de-
picted in figure2(j). The study confirmed results implied in
the studies run by others [SS02, TBS∗98, NB03], that indi-
viduals expect more human-like behaviours from more vi-
sually realistic avatars. The results of the study concluded
that inferred gaze behaviours simulated into avatars repre-
senting individuals can have a significantly positive effect.
The most interesting interaction effect observed within the
factors tested in the study reported that in the case of a lower
visually realistic avatar, the inferred gaze model had aneg-
ative effect on participant response [GSV∗03]. In a sense
the non-realistic random gaze model was more dynamic and
visually stimulating than the subtler eye movements of the
realistic behaviour model. Perhaps following in the Disney
tradition [TJ81], individuals in a shared virtual environment
need to bemadeto believe that a visually simplistic virtual
human is “alive” or expressive. This result was especially as-
tounding given that the random gaze model was an averaged
out version of the hybrid gaze model [VGSS04].

The above systems model the surface gaze behaviour seen
in conversation, but not the underlying processes. Gaze has
a primarily perceptual function, directing a persons’ atten-
tion to an object. Though there has been some work on
linking gaze to an underlying model of attention [Cho99,
GD02, KVVHJ05], they have not dealt with social interac-
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tions. While Gillies and Ballin do argue that gaze can be
an important signal to help viewers understand a characters’
motivation, this is beyond the scope of this paper. Peterset
al. [Pet05, PPB∗05] are the only researchers that model at-
tention for social interaction. Their character can detect other
characters’ gaze and from that can reason about their atten-
tion and level of interest in a conversation. Based on these
two factors the character is able to make decisions about
whether to start or finish a conversation.

Poggi and Pelachaud divided the meanings that can be
communicated through nonverbal behaviour (see section
6.1) to gaze behaviour and suggest a set of Ekman’s Action
Units which may correspond to these gaze sets [PP02b]. The
geometrical properties tackled by Poggi and Pelachaud is a
step towards formalising the animation of gaze behaviour
are eyebrows, upper and lower eyelids, wrinkles and eyes.
Eye-brows are often used in the expression of emotions like
fear, anger, surprise and sad [Ekm79]. These parameters are
easily explored using the formalism suggested by Poggi and
Pelachaud [PP02b]. Torreset al. attempt to further capture
the behaviour of gaze with respect to the occurrence of a
turn, theme and rheme (see section6.1 for a discussion on
these terms) [TCP97]. Empirical analysis of transcripts of
speech, gaze behaviour and head movements were carried
out on videotaped dyadic conversations. The results indi-
cated that turn-taking processes are very predictive of gaze
behaviour. Torreset al.’s results also suggest that the infor-
mation structure of the conversation accounts for some gaze
behaviour [TCP97]. These results were integrated in Gan-
dalf (figure2(c)) the humanoid agent discussed in section3.
One of the functions defined by Poggi and Pelachaud (deic-
tic) was implemented in an agent called Mack by Nakanoet
al. as part of a model of grounding which included feedback
and turn-taking mechanisms [NRSC03]. Preliminary studies
suggest that the model encourage more nonverbal feedback
when compared to interactions between participants and an
agent with no grounding model [NRSC03]. Integrating these
parameters into existing gaze behaviour models might prove
to be a beneficial research area.

Deng et al. argue against the use of parametric model
by stating that although the models themselves are compact
and economical, they fail to capture important aspects in
the data [DLN05]. However, data-driven models are highly
customised to specific contexts and involved gathering data
over some sort of training period. This calls for a trade-off
depending on the type of application. For instance, Deng
et al. argues against the use of complex analytical mod-
els like hidden Markov models to analyse captured data as
the hidden states influencing gaze behaviours are not easily
interpretable. However, applications based on communica-
tion and social interaction could benefit the rich details that
could be gained through non-parametric approaches. Evalu-
ative studies have showed that parametric approaches based
on careful psychological grounding can have a significant
effect on the perceived quality of communication with a vir-

tual human. On the other hand simpler models or customised
data-driven approaches may be sufficiently suitable for the
design of gaming characters with a short virtual lifespan.
To date, there are no complete studies which compare the
effects of parametric versus non-parametric models nor are
there models detailing the relationship between gaze behav-
iour and affect in virtual humans.

7.3. The Body

The body can be as expressive a medium of nonverbal ex-
pression as the face and eyes. It is particularly important at
a distance, Montepareet al. [MKZA99] argued that the first
cues perceived by an individual when others are approaching
to initiate a social interaction are embedded in body move-
ment and gestures. This means that body movement can be
an important tool of expression for characters that are to be
viewed at a distance. It is also well known that the body plays
an active role in portraying personality traits such as domi-
nance or interpersonal attitudes such as affiliation. The same
applies to low polygon characters that may not have enough
detail for complex facial expressions. Of course, bodily non-
verbal communication is also important for high-polygon
characters in close up; without plausible body movement,
characters can seem stiff.

This section will discuss what can be expressed thought
the body and how it is expressed. It is generally accepted
that body movements and postures are indicative of an emo-
tional state, however, what is a matter of debate is whether
the body is indicative of a specific emotional state (quality)
or only indicative of the depth of the emotional state (quan-
tity). Ekman and Friesen [EF67] suggested that the face con-
veys specific emotions, while the body conveys the degree of
intensity of the emotion [EF67, GBA75]. However, a num-
ber of studies and observations have lead researchers to be-
lieve that postures can be a more dominant source of cues
in the perception of emotions [Arg98,Bul87,DPB65,Jam32,
MC03,RGP93] and in some cases an equally accurate source
of cues to an emotion as facial expressions [WW86,WW88].
Postural cues are especially thought to play more impor-
tance when facial expressions are not viewable, for instance,
when the individual is at a distance [WW88]. Walters and
Walk report higher recognition accuracy in perceiving hap-
piness, anger and sadness from bodily cues and even more
so when movement was involved as well [WW88]. Dittmann
et al. [DPB65] have reported on the value congruent bod-
ily cues play when accompanying a facial expression of an
emotional state. In addition, Dittmannet al. also reported
that information about the emotional state of individuals was
readily available from bodily cues alone.

There are three basic ways in which the body can be ex-
pressive. The first is through static posture. The second is
through movement. We divide this category into two, firstly
how the manner in which normal movements are performed
can express emotions, and the second being gestures, a very
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important expressive medium. The final type of expression
in the body is the position in space of the body as a whole,;
where we stand relative to other people. In psychology this
spatial use of the body is calledproxemics.

7.3.1. Posture

Charlie Chaplin maintained that if an actor knew his emo-
tion thoroughly he could show it in silhouette [Las87,TJ81].
Quite a number of social psychologists agree with him
[Arg98, Bul87, DPB65, Jam32, MC03, RGP93], however,
Coulson [Cou04] has shown that some emotions (anger, sad-
ness and happiness) are easier to perceive through the use of
posture in virtual characters than others. In addition, the un-
derlying affect of the postures are easier to recognise from
the front than from the back or sides. However, in an eval-
uative study, Vinayagamoorthyet al. [VSS06] found that a
parametric model of postures based on two sets of Coulson’s
postures (Angry and Sad) were ineffective in portraying the
intended affect in immersive virtual environments. The au-
thors argued that it was better to model full-body virtual hu-
mans with casual behavioural cues instead of incorrect or
incomplete affective behavioural cues.

Wallbott tested the quality vs. quantity theory on the bod-
ily expression of emotions using two hundred and twenty
four video clips recordings of actors and actresses portray-
ing a wide range of emotions of varying intensities. The clips
were thencoded to record the body movements and pos-
tures displayed by the actors in the clips using a set coding
schemata. Wallbott was able to single out some behavioural
cues specific to certain emotions [Wal98]. For instance, an
erect posture was rare in cases of portraying shame, sadness
or boredom rather the actors used a collapsed body posture.
A posture with raised shoulders was typical in cases of anger
but moving the shoulder forward was seem to portray fear
and disgust. In keeping with earlier studies [Jam32,MC03],
the position of the head differed significantly between emo-
tions [Wal98]. The most significant differences were found
with the different types of hand and arm movements. For in-
stance, crossing the arms in front were associated with pride
and disgust.

It seems that the postures of some parts of the body are
more important than other. For example, James [Jam32],
found that a forward head and trunk position is taken to mean
an emotional expression whereas the outward stretch of the
arms and hands suggest a movement and not an emotion. In
addition, one part of a total postural configuration is noted at
the expense of the remaining posture [Jam32]. For instance,
closed/clenched fists indicate tension and the expression of
anger. Coulson [Cou04] calls this type of posture an em-
blematic posture which are likely to be cultural-specific. The
head and the trunk of the body were found to be the most sig-
nificant for the generic expression of the total posture. Sec-
ondary factors which were found to be important included
the expansion/contraction of the chest and the position of

the shoulders (raised/drooped). De Silvaet al. [DSKBB05]
found that Japanese, Sri Lankan and American people agree
to a fairly large degree but there were differences in how
the intensity of emotion was perceived. Like Coulson, De
Silva [DSKBB05] report that some features of postures (of-
ten emblematic) had specific meanings to specific cultures.

Kleinsmith et al. [KDSBB05] conducted a statistical
analysis of emotional posture produced by Japanese actors.
Using Multidimensional Scaling they found three main di-
mensions that explained the variation of posture. They in-
terpreted the first as corresponding toarousalthat separated
sad, depressed and upset from fear, happiness, joy and sur-
prise. Low arousal postures tend to have a bent head and
arms placed to the side of the body. The second dimen-
sion corresponded tovalenceand separated surprised and
fear from happiness and joy. Low valence postures con-
sisted of the head bent forward and the hands raised in
front of the face. High valence postures had a raised head
and hands held high and away from the body. The final di-
mension seemed to represent anaction tendency, with anger
being an active emotion while fear and surprise were pas-
sive (low action tendency). In passive postures, the hands
were raised near the face and the body was kept narrow;
whereas in active posture the elbows were bent out to the
side of the body and the hands were kept around the hips.
While it could be argued that the dimensions Kleinsmithet
al. found do not correspond exactly to arousal and valence,
the model is consistent with other findings. In other studies
a lowered head and bent forward trunk was found to corre-
spond to submissiveness and negative emotions such as sad-
ness, shame and humiliation [Dar72, Wal98, MC03, SH95].
On the other hand an upright posture and raised head indi-
cated dominance and positive emotions such as pride and
joy [Dar72,Wal98,MC03,SH95]. In studies associated with
Kleinsmith, DeSilvaet al. [DSKBB05] found that posture
could also be used to distinguish between different nuances
of similar emotions, for instance, the differences between
joy and happinesswere particularly notable and consisted
mostly in the openness of the arms and distance between
the feet. There are exceptions, for instance, Mignault and
Chaudhuri mention that in some cases, a lowered head in-
dicated anillusionary smile which was interpreted as sub-
mission or joy [MC03]. This shows the complexities of in-
volved in modelling nonverbal behaviour. Kleinsmithet al.’s
model [KDSBB05] is very new and yet to have an impact
on virtual characters. It does seem very suited to an imple-
mentation especially as there has been very little work on
expressing emotion through posture.

As well as emotion, posture can also be important in con-
versation and representing relationships. In fact posture can
be expressive in two ways, the first and most obvious is in
the shape of the posture itself while the second is the timing
of shifts between postures. Eggeset al. [EMT05] recorded
10 individuals in conversation as a means of obtaining mo-
tion data. In the recorded data, Eggeset al. reported that
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most common types of idle behaviour were posture shifts,
continuous but smaller postural variations due to breathing
or maintaining balance, and supplemental idle motions such
as touching of the face [EMT05]. Posture shifts are closely
linked tointeractional congruence[Ken70] (see section6.1).
During a conversation, individuals’ posture shifts tend to be-
come synchronised with each other, and with the rhythms of
each others’ speech thus increasing perceived sense of rap-
port. This can be simulated in a virtual character by using
a head tracker to detect posture shifts and a microphone to
detect the start and end of speech in the interactant. This
can then be used to program the virtual character to respond
with a posture shift [MGM05, GS05]. The synchronisation
of posture is likely to be due to a deeper synchronisation
of each persons’ posture with the rhythm of speech. Cas-
sell et al. [CNB∗01] have studied how posture shifts relate
to discourse structure. They found that posture shifts tend
to happen most at the start of discourse segments (change
in topic of conversation) and during turn taking (see section
6.1.1). They used these results to implement the behaviour
in a character - Rea (figure2(d)).

As mentioned, the shape of a posture can be important
during social interaction, particularly in showing relation-
ships. This type of postural modelling in multi-party conver-
sation has not been applied to virtual characters yet. Scheflen
[Sch64] identifies three dimensions of posture during social
interaction:

• Non-inclusiveness - Inclusiveness: Individuals in an in-
teraction tend to define and limit group space by the place-
ment of their bodies or extremities (arms and legs). If the
individuals are in a line,bookendingcan be observed. The
individuals at both ends turn inwards and extend their ex-
tremities across the open space.

• Vis-à-vis - Parallel: In an interaction, individuals can ei-
ther situate themselves face to face (vis-à-vis) or side by
side (parallelism) [SS72]. Individuals situate themselves
vis-à-vis usually in an interaction involving an exchange
of information, for instance, one-to-one quarrelling. In
contrast, parallelism is used when individuals are involved
in an interaction towards some third party: two individuals
quarrelling against a third.

• Non-congruence - Congruence: The ways between
which the bodies of individuals in an interaction are
arranged in compliment to each other is termedpos-
tural congruence, and is closely related sointeractional
synchrony[Ken70] (see 6.1. Postural congruence indi-
cates similarity in views and gives an indication of sta-
tus [Sch64]. Congruent body postures can occur in inter-
actions that are vis-à-vis or in parallel.

Posture is also important for expressing attitude [Arg98]
(see section6.2). High affiliation (liking) is expressed
through postures that bring people closer (e.g. leaning for-
ward while sitting) and by open armed postures, while low
affiliation is expressed by closed posture that present a bar-
rier between people (e.g. crossing arms). Bécheiraz and

Thalmann [BT96]’s characters were able to choose differ-
ent postures that displayed different levels of affiliation. An-
other dimension of attitude is status: dominance and sub-
mission. Dominant people tend to have large open postures,
that increase their size, such as standing straight, expanding
the chest and putting hands on hips, while submissive people
tend to have small, closed and hunched over postures. Gillies
and Ballin [GB03] used a model of both affiliation and status
to model interaction between characters.

Animating posture is relatively simple. It is mostly done
using a library of pre-defined postures from which an ap-
propriate posture is chosen based on some of the factors
listed above (for example the system by Guye-Vuillèmme
et al. [GVCP∗99]. Transitioning between postures can use a
standard motion transitioning method [RGBC96]. In order to
make sure there is enough variety in posture some random-
ness is used when choosing postures. For even more variety
Gillies and Ballin [GB04] choose multiple postures at a time
from the library and interpolate them to generate new pos-
tures, using random weights (see figure2(g) and the next
section for a discussion of motion interpolation). Though
most methods use libraries of posture there are also proce-
dural methods of posture generation that generate posture
without the need for a library of data. For example, Dens-
ley and Willis [DW97] use a number of “posture functions”
which are coordinate rotations of joints of the body. Func-
tions can either apply to specific body parts (specific groups
of joints), or to the whole body. Their model relates these
posture functions to a set of basic emotions.

7.3.2. Quality of Body movement

Many researchers believe that the bodily expression of
movement is a highly accurate portrayal of the emotional
state of an individual. Studies using dynamic point light dis-
plays on a human body have shown that individuals are ca-
pable of accurately recognising a meaningful movement in
about a quarter of a second [Joh73].

Studies were conducted by Wallbott [Wal98] and Mon-
tepareet al. [MKZA99] to explore the use of body move-
ments, posture and gestures as cues to the emotional state
of individuals. Wallbott [Wal98] concluded that there was
a distinct pattern postural behaviour associated with at least
some emotions both in the qualitative and quantitative sense.
Another important factor is the level of movement activ-
ity associated with the emotions. For instance, energised
movements were typical of joy, anger and fear in that or-
der while less movement was associated with despair and
shame. While Wallbott’s studies [Wal98] were focused on
exploring behavioural cues by asking actors to act emotional
expressions out and then coding out the behaviours; Dittman
et al.[DPB65] and Montepareet al.[MKZA99] investigated
the extent to which individuals perceive bodily expressions
of emotions. Montepareet al. [MKZA99], showed partici-
pants a set of three second muted video dramatisations of
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two actors in behavioural scenes depicting one of four emo-
tional states: anger, sad, happy and neutral. The faces and
dialogues of the actors in the clips were blurred and elimi-
nated before being used in the study. Participants recorded
the dominant emotion perceived in the clips and rating the
clips with respect to characteristics of body movement on a
set of six 7-point response scales: smooth-jerky, stiff-loose,
soft-hard, slow-fast, expanded-contracted, and no action-lot
of action [MKZA99]. Results indicated that neutral clips
were identified with a higher degree of accuracy than emo-
tional clips. Amongst the emotional clips, angry clips were
identified more accurately than sad or happy clips both of
which were identified with similar levels of accuracy. An-
gry clips were characterised by individuals to be jerky, stiff,
fast, hard, expanded and full of actions. In addition, angry
displays of emotion were recognised with the most accu-
racy [MKZA99].

Elsewhere Patersonet al. reported studies in which indi-
viduals were shown arm movements such as eating, drink-
ing, lifting and knocking movements, obtained from ac-
tors posing the movements in one of 10emotionsinclud-
ing anger, sad and neutral [PPS01]. Analysis of the move-
ments suggested a correlation between the emotion category
and the velocity of the motion. Unsurprisingly sad move-
ments were always slower than neutral while angry move-
ments were faster than neutral. Energetic movements were
positively correlated with shorter durations and greater mag-
nitudes of average velocity, peak velocity, acceleration, de-
celeration, and jerk. A further data collection process con-
firmed that angry movements have the shortest duration and
highest velocities while sad movements have the longest du-
ration and lowest velocities [PPS01]. Patersonet al. carried
out a categorisation study with participants who viewed the
movements in form of point light stimuli. Participants were
able to correctly recognise angry and sad movements even
with limited cues. When the original movements were mod-
ified temporally, angry movements of various speeds were
categorised as having differing intensities of anger while
sad movements were categorised as angry movements when
sped up. This suggests that individuals are especially height-
ened to recognise angry movements even if they are modi-
fied temporally. This result is in agreement with the earlier
studies conducted by Montepareet al. [MKZA99] in which
participants recognised anger from posed body movement
with the highest accuracy.

7.3.3. Modelling expressive body movement

Animating expressive body movement involves taking a par-
ticular type of motion such as walking, sitting down or drink-
ing, and applying a style to it. A style can represent many
things it can be an emotional style of movement, or an indi-
viduals’ personal style of movement, which might in some
way reflect their personality. Thus the same animation tech-
niques can be applied to many of the different factors dis-
cussed.

Bruderlin and Williams [BW95] do a frequency analysis
on pieces of motion and are able to alter the relative im-
portance of various frequency bands. However, these trans-
forms do not capture the full subtlety of emotional move-
ment. Chiet al. [CCZB00] have developed motion transfor-
mations based on Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) which
is a method of studying, observing, describing, notating and
interpreting “human movement” [Dav01]. They have imple-
ment two components of the system, Shape (the changing
form the body makes in space) and Effort (how the body
concentrates its exertion while performing an action). The
shape component alters the amplitude of the motion in the
horizontal, vertical and sagittal (side to side) planes relative
to the body. The Effort transform is more complex but in-
volves altering the continuity and timing parameters of the
motion paths and adding “flourishes” such as wrist bends.

Another approach is to learn a style from one or more ex-
amples of a style and then applying it to a new, neutral mo-
tion. This was done successfully by Pattersonet al. in point
light stimuli sets of body movement [PPS01]. The examples
are typically captured motion of an actor performing an ac-
tion in a given style. A variety of different methods have
been used to do this learning. One of the first attempts at
this was by Amayaet al. [ABC96]. They learned two para-
meters that represented a style: a temporal transform and a
spatial amplitude transform. More recently, researchers have
tried a number of different representations of style; Brand
and Hertzmann [BH00] used Hidden Markov Models and
Hsu et al. [HPP05] use linear matrix methods. Perhaps the
most sophisticated model is by Liuet al. [LHP05] who use a
physically-based simulation of human movement which has
a number of parameters that represent style. They use an op-
timisation method to learn the parameters from input data.
The major disadvantage of all these methods is that it is not
clear that the style of motion can be completely separated
from the action being performed. It is not clear that what
makes an angry walk angry is the same thing that make an
angry gesture angry.

Roseet al. [RCB98] do not attempt to extract a style that
is independent of the type of action but use a set of exam-
ple data to build a space of different styles for a single ac-
tion. They define averb which consists of a set of exam-
ple motions representing a single type of action in differ-
ent styles. They then define a number ofadverbswhich are
numerical descriptors of a style of motion and they assign
adverb values to each example motion, so example x might
be 90% “happy” and 20% “surprised”. Given a new set of
adverb values they can generate a new motion by interpolat-
ing the example motions using radial basis functions. Mukai
and Kuriyama [MK05] suggest using geo-statistical interpo-
lation to combine motions as they are better able to represent
the statistical properties of motion. This type of interpola-
tion method requires some way of capturing large amount of
motion data with associated adverb values, such as Garcia-
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Rojaset al.’s simultaneous motion capture and annotation
system [GRGTV05].

7.4. Gestures

As discussed in section6.1 gestures are intimately linked
to speech. In fact some authors consider them both to arise
from a single underlying representation and process [Cas00].
As such this section will discuss gesture primarily in its re-
lationship with verbal language.

7.4.1. Types of gestures

The first obstacle to generating gesture is the huge variety of
gestures we produce in day to day conversation. Many are
produced on the spur of the moment and instantly forgot-
ten. Gestures also serve many different function in speech,
sometimes replacing words, sometimes complementing their
meaning, and sometimes seemingly having no meaning at
all. In order to generate gestures we must first break down
this variety by classifying gestures into a number of funda-
mental types. Cassell [Cas00] classifies gestures into three
basic types:

• emblemsare standardised gestures with a clearly de-
fined, though culturally specific meaning, for example, the
“thumbs up” gesture.

• propositional gesturesalso have a clearly defined mean-
ing though their form is not standardised. Examples in-
clude using hands to show size when saying “it was this
big” or pointing to an object then a location when saying
“move that there”.

• spontaneous gesturesare unplanned and produced uncon-
sciously, in fact we normally do not remember producing
them. They commonly accompany speech (they areco-
verbal).

Cassell largely concentrates on spontaneous gestures as
they form the large majority of gestures used. They are also a
challenging form of gesture to study as they are unconscious
and we therefore do not have conscious understanding of
they use, and their meaning is less defined. Cassell [Cas00]
identifies four types of spontaneous gesture:

• Iconic gestures represent, by their shape, some concrete
feature of an object or action being discussed. An example
might be bringing the hands close together to represent a
thin gap.

• Metaphoricgestures are similar to iconic gestures in that
their shape represents something that is being discussed.
However, rather than directly representing a concrete,
physical feature they use a metaphor to describe a fea-
ture that may be abstract. An example, might be moving
the hand forward to represent the progress of time.

• Deitic gestures are pointing gestures that specify a loca-
tion in space. They can be the standard pointing gestures
with the index figure, but can also use the whole hand or
other parts of the body, such as the head, to point. Deitics

can be concrete, pointing to an actual object, or metaphor-
ical, giving a conceptual location in space to an abstract
idea (often used when comparing ideas).

• Beatgestures are small rhythmic gestures whose shape is
independent of what is being discussed. They can serve to
add emphasis or mark the rhythm of speech.

Ruttkay et al. [RPPN02] point out that individuals can
also vary in the way they use gesture: the repertiore of ges-
tures; the degree to which they use redundant gestures; the
tendency to use or not use a gesture in a given situation
and the characteristics of the motion. Modelling the char-
acteristics of motion has been discussed more in section
7.3.2, in particular Badleret al.[BCZC00] have applied their
EMOTE model to generating gesture.

7.4.2. Timing and synchrony

A gesture can be divided into a number of phases [Cas00].
Generally iconic and metaphoric gestures have three phases
(triphasic),preparationwhere the hands are moved to the
correct position,strokewhere the shape is made, andre-
traction where the hands are returned to their original po-
sition. Beat and deitic gestures have two phases (biphasic),
the hand is moved into the position of the gestures and out
of it again. When gestures are continuously produced during
speech, they tend to blend into each other, with the retrac-
tion phase of the first combining with the preparation of the
second, in what is calledco-articulation[CPB∗94,KW04].

Gestures are synchronised with the words in speech to
which they correspond [CPB∗94]. The timing of gestures
are also closely linked to the intonation of speech with the
stroke occuring at the same time as stressed words, i.e. the
most emphasised words. Therefore, in order to generate cor-
rectly timed gestures it is important to have a model of
which words in a sentence should be emphasised. Cassellet
al. [CPB∗94] use the theme/rheme distinction (see section
6.1.2) to determine the emphasis, and therefore the occur-
rence of gestures, in speech. They synchronise gestures with
verb phrases in the rheme section of an utterance (the section
containing new information). They choose between different
types of gestures depending on the words used, words that
refer to a literal shape get iconics, otherwise metaphorics are
generated if there is a suitable metaphor, or deitics if there
is a corresponding spatial location. Otherwise beat gestures
are used.

7.4.3. Gesture planning

Generating gestures consists of two stages, firstly we must
determine which type of gesture to make at a given time, and
then the gestures must be animated, determining the exact
details of their motion (as describe in the next section). As
gestures are closely associated with language gestures plan-
ning is closely tied to the way language is handled, either
by parsing language to obtain information for gesture gener-
ation [CVB01] or by simultaneously generating speech and
gestures. The first is discussed in detail in section6.1.4.
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For simultaneous generation, Cassell and Stone [CS99]
use a single generative grammar that encompasses both
speech and gesture. Their internal representation consists of
a database oflexical descriptorswhich are templates for ele-
ments of a multimodal utterance. Each descriptors contain 3
types of information. The first issyntacticinformation, con-
sisting of a phrase structured grammar, that contains both
spoken words and gestures. The second issemanticinfor-
mation, a logical representation of the combined meaning
of the elements. This semantic representation can be com-
pared to information about the characters internal knowl-
edge and the shared knowledge that has already been al-
ready revealed in the conversation and therefore to calcu-
late the theme (already know) and rheme (new element) of
the utterance. The final piece of information is theprag-
matic information which is used to determine whether an
element is appropriate in given conversational context. The
fact that each lexical descriptor contains both words and ges-
tures means that it is possible to use it in the same way as a
traditional dialogue generation system but generate simulta-
neous gesture and speech. The original system used infor-
mation about complete gestures from agestionary(see next
section) but this work has been extended by Kopp, Tepper
and Cassell [KTC05] so that the grammar contains features
of gestures from which new gestures can be generated on
the fly using Kopp and Wachsmuth’s system [KW00,KW04]
(see next section).

7.4.4. Gesture animation

The final stage of gesture generation is animation, calculat-
ing the movements of the characters. A standard approach
is to use a database of motion captured or hand animation
movements called agestionary. Roughly each movement is
a single gesture and the animation phase consists in choos-
ing an appropriate motion and playing it on a character. The
problem with this approach is its lack of flexibility, the range
of possible gestures is limited to what is in the database. This
is not so much of a problem for beat gestures, but can be
very problematic for other types of gestures, such as deitics
as the meaning of the gesture depends on the exact direction
of the gesture, so it can be confused if there is not an exactly
matching gesture in the gestionary.

This problem has prompted Kopp and Wachsmuth
[KW00,KW04] to use procedural animation. In their system
a gesture is represented at a high level as a set of motion con-
straints, which are used at run time to generate the final mo-
tion. Motion generation is performed by an algorithm based
on empirical data on human movement. They use a database
of template gestures. A template gestures is an incomplete
set of motion constraints which takes a number of parame-
ters. These parameters are used to calculate the remaining
constraints needed to generate the motion. When a gesture
is needed a template is chosen and parameters supplied. The
gesture is then scheduled in time and generated using based
on the constraints. The fact that gestures are represented as

constraints and motions is only generated at the last minute
gives a lot of flexibility. In particular the generation of a ges-
ture can take into account the motions before and after it in
order to achieve co-articulation. The motion generator can
also take into account timing constraints to ensure that ges-
tures are synchronised with speech.

7.5. Proxemics

Proxemics was a term coined by Edward T Hall to encom-
pass the interrelated observations and theories of mans’ use
of space in social situations [Hal69]. The flow and changes
in the interpersonal distances between individuals in a con-
versation is an integral part of communication. If an indi-
vidual get too close, the response is instantaneous and au-
tomatic, the conversational partner backs up and if an in-
dividual wants to have an intimate conversation, they drop
their voice to a soft utterance thereby instigating the other
to move closer [Hal59]. Hall’s model consists of four con-
centric zones; a different level of social intimacy is required
for others to enter each zone. This classification has been
supported by a study by Burgess [Bur83]. The zones are:

• Public distance: more than 12ft, the distance between
stranger that are not interacting.

• Social distance:4-12ft, normal social interaction,
• Personal distance:1.5-4ft, close relationships
• Intimate distance: less than 1.5ft, touching, intimate in-

teraction with a spouse or children

Hall’s distances are averages for middle class American
adults, however, there is great variation in the personal dis-
tances people find acceptable. Culture has a strong effect,
for instance, English males keep further apart that French
or South American males [Som69, AT80, SS72]. Personal-
ity is also important with dominant and introverted individ-
uals having keeping greater distances to other people. Chit-
taro and Serra [CS04] model proximal distances as appro-
priate to the extraversion score of virtual characters. Hall’s
model relates distance to relationship, and it seems that peo-
ple with high affiliation (liking) stand or sit closer to each
other [Arg69]. Leipold showed that people sat closer when
praised. However, an undesired intrusion into personal space
can be highly aggressive and angry people also move closer
[Duc98]. Proxemics is also closely related to Argyle’sEqui-
librium Threory(see section6.2), if people are force to stand
closer than they would normally (e.g. because of crowded
conditions) they compensate in other ways, for example, but
reducing eye contact [AD65].

Proxemics also seems to hold between real and vir-
tual people. People maintain a realistic distance to a vir-
tual character in immersive virtual environments [BBB01,
BBBL03] and between their avatars in multi-user virtual
worlds [Jef98]. In fact Bailenson, Blascovich and Beall ar-
gue for the utilisation of behaviours especially proximal be-
haviour as a realism gauge for immersive virtual environ-
ment [BBBL03]. Not only is proximal behaviour an integral
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part social norms and communication amongst individuals,
it is easily recordable in virtual environments making it a
very viable and potential tool to measure user responses to
stimuli in virtual environments. Despite this there has been
little in the way of work on virtual characters that display
proxemic behaviour, Gillies and Slater’s character maintains
a realistic social distance [GS05], but this work is not inte-
grated with their earlier work on attitude [GB03]. Bickmore
and Picard [BP06], have a clever implementation of prox-
emics in a desktop based system, they use close ups of a
character to indicate close proximity when discussing inti-
mate subjects.

8. Conclusion

We end this paper by summarising some important points to
bear in mind for everyone who is creating a virtual character:

• Virtual characters are an important and powerful part of
the content in virtual worlds, especially with respect to
invoking user responses. However, users’ response to the
presentation of virtual characters may vary. Different peo-
ple may have different levels of acceptance and trust to-
wards virtual characters - section2.

• Nonverbal communication is a vital part of creating a be-
lievable character. Nonverbal communication is the “out-
put” of a character simulation system - section3.

• Nonverbal behaviour has many different functions, such
as expressing emotions (section4), displaying personal-
ity (section5), regulation conversation (6.1) and forming
relationships (section6.2).

• An emotion (section4) is a short-term phenomena that
adds meaning to the verbal and nonverbal content. In con-
trast a personality (section5) is a disposition towards
emotions and moods.

• A virtual character must be socially intelligent. Its non-
verbal communication (and thus its emotion and to some
extent personality) need to respect rules of conversation
(6.1) and relationship forming (section6.2).

• Non-verbal communication is expressed through many
different modalities such as facial expression (section
7.1), gaze (section7.2), kinesics (section7.3) and gesture
(section7.4).

The final point to make about the diversity of nonverbal
communication is that it is vital to tailor it to a given ap-
plication. When choosing which models of nonverbal com-
munication to implement many different questions must be
considered. For instance, will the situations be emotion-
ally charged or not? This will determine the emotion model
needed (section4.5). Will the character be interacting with
other characters, or real people or no one? This will deter-
mine the social skills needed. Will they involve persuasion
and negotiation? If so emotion (section4.5), trust and rela-
tionship models (section6) are important. Will the character
have audible speech or just text? The difference is impor-
tant from the point of view of synchronising behaviour. Will

people interact with a character over a long time period? If
so a consistent personality (section5.1) and the ability to
form relationships (section6) is important otherwise a basic
emotion model (section4.5.1) and politeness (section6.2.2)
may be enough. How will the character be displayed? On a
small display the face is the most important part to show so
gaze (section7.2) and facial expression (section7.1) should
be modelled, if a character has a low polygon count on the
other hand facial expressions might be difficult to display so
body movements (section7.3.2) and postures (section7.3.1)
are better modalities of display.

In summary we have covered a broad range of the re-
search and development that has gone in to creating ex-
pressive characters. Many of the models and techniques that
have been described draw heavily from research in psychol-
ogy and social science. We have highlighted the aspects of
this research that have been adopted, but also indicate where
there may be more material to incorporate. It is perhaps fair
to say that in the last couple of years, it is the virtual charac-
ters community that is starting to drive the development and
evaluation of models of psychological state. However, this
is a diverse area of research and this diversity of research is
itself a challenge to researchers in this field: each character
system has been designed to investigate a particular aspect
of non-verbal communication. It is not yet clear if all of this
research can be integrated into a single platform with a wide
variety of capabilities. Thórisson is currently taking steps to
tackle part of this problem [TLPD05]
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